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Motivation
The quest for a quantum theory of gravity is one of the major challenges of theoretical
physics of the last four decades.
Supergravity in different dimensions has a special role in this story: though it is
not a fundamental theory it maintains a great importance because it describes the
low-energy effective limit of Superstring theory, which represents the best candidate
to be the right framework for unifying all fundamental interactions.
In particular the solutions to the supergravity equations of motion, especially
those that preserve some supersymmetry, are of interest for many reasons. One
reason is that they are useful in studying compactifications from d = 10 or 11 down
to a lower dimensional space. By compactifying down to four spacetime dimensions,
for example, one might hope to make contact with particle physics phenomenology.
Another reason resides in the existence of black holes: from the point of view of
General Relativity these are simple spacetime configurations that have a singularity.
Classically this is not a problem if the singularities are hidden behind event horizons,
since this means that nothing can come out from the region containing the singular-
ity. However, Hawking showed [1] that, under very general assumptions, quantum
mechanics implies that black holes emit particles. Because the radiation is thermal,
this leads to the problem of “information loss” and besides that it implies that black
holes are thermodynamic objects. So it is a strong test for string theory to explain
which are the microscopic states that justify the thermodynamic properties of the
macroscopic state (the black hole), such as the area law [2]. This question is very
difficult to solve in general because it is intrinsically a strong coupling problem. The
BPS (extreme) black holes allow, by way of the non-renormalization theorems given
by supersymmetry, to address it. Moreover, the second string revolution, with the
discovery of D-branes and the understanding of duality transformations, has led to
a greater comprehension of the non-perturbative structure of string theory and has
thrown new light on black holes and on many others questions.
In this context supergravity plays an important role, again. The string duality
transformations show that the five different superstring theories in ten dimensions
represent indeed the patches at different regime of the same theory living in eleven
dimensions, called M-theory. M-theory is much less understood than string theory,
but one of the most important things that is known about it, is that its low-energy
effective action is given by d = 11 supergravity.
Dp-branes are solitonic p + 1-dimensional extended objects, which couple to
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Neveu Schwarz or to Ramond p + 1-forms. As a consequence of open/closed string
duality they admit a double interpretation: microscopically the p–brane degrees of
freedom are described by a suitable gauge theory GTp+1 living on the p+1 dimensional
world volume WVp+1 that can be either conformal or not; macroscopically each p-
brane is a generalized soliton in the following sense. It is a classical solution of d = 10
or d = 11 supergravity interpolating between two asymptotic geometries that with
some abuse of language can respectively be named the geometry at infinity geo∞ and
the near horizon geometry geoH . The latter, which only occasionally corresponds to
a true event horizon, is instead universally characterized by the following property: it
can be interpreted as a solution of some suitable p+2 dimensional supergravity SGp+2
times an appropriate internal space Ωd−p−2. In this spirit the quantum properties
of black holes can be effectively described in terms of intersecting brane solutions
[3].
Because of the statement above, all space–time dimensions 11 ≥ d ≥ 3 are
relevant and supergravities in these diverse dimensions describe various perturbative
and non–perturbative aspects of superstring theory. In particular we have a most
intriguing gauge/gravity correspondence implying that classical supergravity SGp+2
expanded around the vacuum solution geoH is dual to the quantum gauge theory
GTp+1 in one lower dimension. The first remarkable example of this is offered by
AdS/CFT correspondence of Maldacena [4].
There are two ways to study a supergravity theory: by compactification from
higher dimensions (in this case the scalar manifold is identified as the moduli space
of the internal compact space), or by direct construction of each supergravity theory
in the chosen space–time dimension. In this case one uses all the a priori constraints
provided by supersymmetry, namely the field content of the various multiplets and
the global and local symmetries that the action must have. The first method makes
direct contact with important aspects of superstring theory but provides answers
that are specific to the chosen compact internal space Ω10−d (and not fully general).
The second method gives instead fully general answers. Obviously the specific an-
swers obtained by compactification must fit into the general scheme provided by the
second method.
In this thesis I want to discuss the derivation of the BPS solutions of the most
general N = 2, d = 5 gauged supergravity with matter, first derived in [5]. In
particular I will concentrate on the dependence of BPS equations on the choice of
gauging, in presence of non trivial hypermultiplets (not constant prepotential).
In the last few years five dimensional gauged supergravities have received a
lot of attention mainly because of two developments. On one hand we have the
AdS5/CFT4 correspondence between
a superconformal gauge theories in d = 4, viewed as the world volume description
of a stack of D3–branes
b type IIB supergravity compactified on AdS5 times a five–dimensional internal
manifold X5 which yields a gauged supergravity model in d = 5
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On the other hand we have the quest for supersymmetric realizations of the Randall-
Sundrum scenarios [6],[7] which also correspond to domain wall solutions of appro-
priate d = 5 gauged supergravities1. The N = 2 version furnishes the suitable set-up
to address this last question and gravity/gauge theory correspondence in general.
Indeed, theories with 8 supercharges are specially interesting because this is the
maximal supersymmetry that allows matter couplings with coupling functions that
can continuously vary. The theory with 32 supercharges are completely fixed. There
is only the supergravity multiplet that contains all other fields. The theory with 16
supercharges allow matter couplings. Here, there are discrete choices, essentially the
number of multiplets that are included and possibly some signs related to compact
or non-compact gauging. For 8 (and all lower numbers) of supercharges there are
coupling functions that determine the manifold. These manifolds are not necessary
symmetric spaces, and to determine the model, one has to specify certain functions.
But the 8 supersymmetries impose a lot of structure on the couplings, and the
remaining geometry leads to the concept of “special geometry”.
An other aspect regarding the N = 2, d = 5 gauged supergravity due to the
presence of “less supersymmetry” is the following: if we consider the whole set
of supergravity theories in diverse dimensions we discover an important general
property. With the caveat of three noteworthy exceptions in all the other cases the
constraints imposed by supersymmetry imply that the scalar manifold Mscalar is
necessarily a homogeneous coset manifold G/H of the non–compact type, namely
a suitable non compact Lie group G modded by the action of a maximal compact
subgroupH ⊂ G. By Mscalar we mean the manifold parametrized by the scalar fields
φI present in the theory. The metric gIJ (φ) defining the Riemannian structure of
the scalar manifold appears in the supergravity lagrangian through the scalar kinetic
term which is of the σ–model type:
Lkinscalar =
1
2
gIJ(φ) ∂µφ
I ∂µφJ
The three noteworthy exceptions where the scalar manifold is allowed to be some-
thing more general than a coset G/H are the following
1. N = 1 supergravity in d = 4 where Mscalar is simply required to be a Hodge
Ka¨hler manifold.
2. N = 2 supergravity in d = 4 whereMscalar is simply required to be the product
of a special Ka¨hler manifold SKn containing the nV complex scalars of the nV
vector multiplets with a quaternionic manifold QMnH containing the 4nH real
scalars of the nH hypermultiplets.
2
1Basic elements of these subjects are recalled in the appendix D.
2The notion of quaternionic geometry, as it enters the formulation of hypermultiplet coupling
was introduced by Bagger and Witten in [8] and formalized by Galicki in [9] who also explored
the relation with the notion of HyperKa¨hler quotient, whose use in the construction of supersym-
metric N = 2 lagrangians had already been emphasized in [10]. The general problem of classifying
quaternionic homogeneous spaces had been addressed in the mathematical literature by Alekseevski
[11].
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3. N = 2 supergravity in d = 5 whereMscalar is simply required to be the product
of a very special manifold VSn
3 containing the nV real scalars of the nV vector
multiplets with a quaternionic manifold QMnH containing the 4nH real scalars
of the nH hypermultiplets.
However some families of homogeneous spaces exist and they are the ones usually
considered in practical applications.4
In spite of the great number of works devoted to the study of BPS solutions (es-
pecially concerning models with vector multiplets only [18],[19]), interesting classes
of solutions like black holes still remain to be analyzed in full generality. In particu-
lar, the addition of the hypermultiplets enriches the structure of the scalar manifold
and increases the number of viable gauging. As a consequence of promoting the
global R–symmetry group SU(2) to a local symmetry, new terms enter in the po-
tential enlarging the variety of admissible solutions. This happens, for example, for
domain wall configurations as clearly explained in [20]. Although at least one hy-
permultiplet always appears in Calabi–Yau compactifications of M–theory [21], [22]
solutions of this type are the only ones already studied in presence of hypermultiplets
[23],[24],[17],[25],[26] apart from [27], [28].
My aim is to partially cover this lack, trying to extract from the analysis of
special interesting cases (see chapter 2 and 3) some feature that hold also in general
with the hope to obtain a “dictionary” of all possible solutions.
Very recently a great improvement to this program was given by Gauntlett et
al. in [29] where they introduced a powerful method based on the group structure
that characterizes supergravity models and that is applicable in different dimensions.
Until now, it has been applied to the ungauged five and six dimensional N = 2 theory
in [29] and [30], to the eleven dimensional supergravity [31] and to the minimal
gauged ones with eight supercharges in d = 4 and 5 respectively in [32] and [33].
My purpose, explicitly realized in chapter 4, is to extend the results of [33] to
the theory with a generic number of hypermultiplets using together the informa-
tions deduced on the group structure of the base space and the analysis of hyperini
variation5 under supersymmetry.
Someone could express some doubts on the utility of classifying BPS solutions
of gauged supergravity with matter in lower dimensions (than 11) arguing that all
configurations of interest for string/M-theory are coded by the eleven dimensional
supergravity hence it would seem a problem already solved in [31]. This impression
is not true, in fact the same authors in [31] write “the classification we are advocating
would still leave the very challenging task of determining all of the explicit super-
symmetric solutions that can arise within the classes we will discuss. For example,
3The notion of very special geometry is essentially due to the work of Gu¨naydin Sierra and
Townsend who discovered it their work on coupling d = 5 supergravity to vector multiplets [12,
13]. The notion was subsequently refined and properly related to special Ka¨hler geometry in four
dimensions through the work by de Wit and Van Proeyen [14, 15, 16].
4Recently non homogeneous manifold was used in the construction of the Randall-Sundrum
scenario [17].
5In the following I refer to it simple as “hyperini equation”.
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in special case when the flux is zero, this corresponds to explicitly classifying all spe-
cial holonomy manifolds, which seems to require fundamentally new mathematical
ideas in order to make progress”. Moreover no explicit knowledge of all possible
compactifications down to a lower dimension exists.
So I think that it is not a mere exercise to address the problem for case N = 2 in
d = 5 in presence of matter multiplets. As I have already argued this case has a lot
of possible applications and the comparison with eleven dimensional results could
be fruitful to elucidate better the mathematical structure and put in evidence new
features of low-energy limit of string/M theory. Furthermore this study could favor
a supersymmetric realization of phenomenological models like the Randall-Sundrum
scenario.
The plan of the thesis is the following: in the next chapter the basic elements
of the theory are reviewed, putting the accent on its geometric properties that are
impressed on the scalar manifold. Starting from the ungauged theory it is reported
how the gauging procedure works in this case and which effects it has on the susy
transformations and on the scalar potential. The role of the moment map is empha-
sized. The chapter ends with the presentation of the complete lagrangian and the
supersymmetry variation of the fermions that are necessary to study BPS solutions.
This concludes the introductory part of the thesis.
The chapter 2 is devoted to the study of electrostatic spherical symmetric so-
lutions with an arbitrary number of hypermultiplets and it is mainly based on my
article [28] with S. Cacciatori and my tutor D. Zanon. This particular class of con-
figurations is relevant because it contains the Reissern–Nordstro¨m black hole. It is
shown how, starting from a generic ansatz of such type, it is possible to derive (first
order) BPS equations using the properties of the quaternionic geometry without
specifying the scalar manifold6 and explicitly choosing the gauge isometry, although
the presence of a non zero graviphoton complicates the calculations a lot, with re-
spect to the uncharged case. The form of the BPS equation for scalars is discussed
and compared with the one obtained for a flat domain wall in [20]: the similarity
suggests the existence of a general structure characterizing the hyperini equation
which will be completely explained in the chapter 4. The above study is extended
in chapter 3 to include vector multiplets, too [34]. The introduction of these matter
fields is important not only because it allows us to consider gauge groups greater
that U(1), but also it is necessary to have solutions with two fixed points (like AdS
black holes). The abelian case i.e. with gauge group U(1)nV +1 where nV is the
number of vector multiplet is analyzed. With the chapter 4 we enter in the most
ambitious part of thesis. Here the problem of classifying BPS solutions in presence
of a generic number of hypermultiplets is addressed. Two ingredients are funda-
mental in this effort: rewriting the BPS constraints on the killing spinor in term
of bosonic quantities as first introduced in [29] and the analysis of hyperini equa-
tion. It is remarkable that this last result holds also in four dimensions the hyperini
equation being identical; it should be possible without great trouble to extend the
6This is important because our knowledge of the metric of the quaternionic manifolds is limited
to few cases also for coset space.
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classification in d = 4 too. The configurations with a time–like killing spinor 7 are
explicitly treated [35].
I want to stress that the contributions presented in this work do not constitute
the ultimate word on the subject, but are in fact a starting point: for example it
remains to consider light–like killing spinors and to include vector multiplets. These
and other remarks are pointed out in the conclusion. For the notations, which are
in large part the same as [28], I refer the reader to the appendix.
7This is a short way to say that the vector Vµ = 1/2ǫ¯
iγµǫi constructed with the killing spinor is
time–like.
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Chapter 1
General elements of the theory
In this chapter I review the main features of gauged supergravity paying attention
to the geometric structure of the theory that is a consequence of extended supersym-
metry. After a general discussion on the subject, I will specialize to the case N = 2
in five dimensions giving the explicit Lagrangian and the quantities of interest for
the second part of the work. The aim here is not to give the exact procedure to
construct a supergravity theory, a subject which would need more than one book for
each one of the different methods existing.We only want to emphasize which are the
basic considerations an explicit construction starts from, skipping technical details.
1.1 Introduction
Roughly speaking Supergravity is the gauged theory of supersymmetry, that is it
describes systems which are left invariant by the action of local supersymmetric
transformations on space–time. As a starting point we consider the (rigid) super-
symmetry algebra: taking as example the N = 1 case in four dimensions it is of the
form
[Jµν , Jρσ ] = 2ηρ[νδ
τλ
µ]σJτλ
[Jµν , pρ] = ηρ[νpµ]
[Jµν , Q] =
1
2
γµνQ
[pµ, pν ] = 0
[pµ, Q] = 0{
Q, Q¯
}
= iCγµ pµ (1.1.1)
where Jµν , pµ are the generators of the Poincare´ algebra (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3); γµ are a set
of Dirac matrices satisfying the Clifford algebra
{γµ, γν} = 2ηµν ;
γµν ≡ 12
[
γµ, γν
]
; C is the charge conjugation matrix satisfying
CγµC
−1 = −γ†µ;
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finally, the supercharge Q is a Majorana spinor, satisfying:
Q¯ ≡ Q†γ0 = QtC.
The supersymmetry generators Q act by turning bosonic degrees of freedom to
fermionic ones, and viceversa. Note that, due to the presence of anticommutators,
what (1.1.1) defines is not an algebra (as the Coleman–Mandula theorem states [36])
but an its generalization called superalgebra. As appears from the above relations
considering supersymmetry, carried by the supercharge Q, as a local symmetry,
implies considering also the translations pµ as generators of local transformations,
that is it involves general covariance. This is the reason for the name supergravity;
it conciliates supersymmetry with general relativity.
From this consideration it is also clear that the construction of supergravity as
a gauged theory of the SuperPoincare` group is not as straightforward as for general
relativity. Indeed not all the “gauge fields” are independent, e.g. the spin connec-
tion wabµ is a function of e
a
µ. Moreover general coordinate transformations should
appear rather than local transformations. This means for examples that diffeomor-
phisms should replace local translations. In general relativity this is realized by the
introduction of the constraint Dea = 0, implying that the metric gµν = e
a
µeνa is
torsionless. In the supergravity context this acquires the name of “conventional”
constraint or supertorsion condition. Its exact form depends explicitly on the par-
ticular supergravity theory considered and the way to achieve it changes for the
different methods.
However there are some consequences of constraints that are general and char-
acterize each supergravity theory. First of all, together with the Bianchi identities,
they impose the introduction of new terms in the curvatures that are necessary to the
closure of the algebra. This can be summarized saying that the algebra becomes soft
in the sense that its structure constants become structure functions. Furthermore
the gravitini variation under supersymmetry takes the form of a covariant derivative
operator acting on the local parameter of the transformation ǫ
δǫψ = Dǫ (1.1.2)
For the simple supergravity theory we have chosen as example D reduces to the ordi-
nary covariant derivative of general relativity. If we consider extended supergravities
and/or we introduce also matter, the situation changes. D will take additional con-
tributions from the other fields of the theory.
As already mentioned before, the concrete construction of a supergravity the-
ory is a hard task that requires the use of sophisticated techniques but always the
starting point is given by the application of these general ideas on the field of the
theory, which are organized in multiplets of rigid supersymmetry. The choice of
these multiplets (weyl+matter) determines the degrees of freedom present in the
theory.
In this chapter I will not discuss how to construct the N = 2, d = 5 supergravity1
but I will try to motivate (without an explicit demonstration) why this theory is
1I refer the reader interested to these aspects to the book [37] and to great number of good
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how it is. In particular I will focus my attention on the surprisingly sophisticated
geometric structure that characterizes the theory, first to stand on its feet at the
ungauged level and, secondly, to be gauged producing non abelian symmetries and
the scalar potential. Obviously all such structures are imposed on the theory by
supersymmetry and the presence of the fermions. Yet since the fermions are ugly
objects to deal with while their product, namely the geometric structure of the theory
is beautiful, I will only stick to the latter and mention the fermions as seldom as
possible. Indeed, because the subject of this thesis is the study of BPS solutions,
in which the fermions are fixed to be zero, they enter only in the determination
of the bosonic lagrangian and the BPS conditions. So let me start presenting the
“bestiary” which characterizes the five dimensional supergravities.
1.2 Supergravities in five dimension: an overview
I have already mentioned in the introductory chapter of the reasons for recent re-
newed interest in five–dimensional gauged supergravities. However this theory has
a long and interesting history. The minimal theory (N = 2 ), whose field content
is given by the metric gµν , a doublet of pseudo Majorana gravitinos ψiµ (i = 1, 2)
and a vector boson Aµ was constructed twenty years ago [40] as the first non–trivial
example of a rheonomic construction2. This simple model remains to the present
day the unique example of a perfectly geometric theory where, notwithstanding the
presence of a gauge boson Aµ, the action can be written solely in terms of differential
forms and wedge products without introducing Hodge duals. This feature puts pure
d = 5 supergravity into a selective club of few ideal theories whose other members
are just pure gravity in arbitrary dimension and pure N = 1 supergravity in four
dimensions. The miracle that allows the boson Aµ to propagate without introduc-
ing its kinetic term is due to the conspiracy of the first order formalism for the spin
connection ωab together with the presence of two Chern–Simons terms. The first
Chern Simons term is the standard gauge one:
CSgauge = F ∧ F ∧A (1.2.1)
while the second is a mixed, gravitational-gauge Chern Simons that reads as follows
CSmixed = T
a ∧ F ∧ Va (1.2.2)
where V a is the vielbein and T a = DV a is its curvature, namely the torsion.
The possible matter multiplets for N = 2, d = 5 are the vector/tensor multi-
plets and the hypermultiplets. The field content of the first type of multiplets is
reviews and lectures like [38]. For the construction of theory with eight supercharges in four, five
and six dimensions in the superconformal tensor calculus approach we suggest [39].
2We leave aside pure N = 1, d = 4 supergravity that from the rheonomic viewpoint is a com-
pletely trivial case.
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the following one:

AI¯µ (I¯ = 1, . . . , nV ) vectors
λx˜i φ
x˜ (x˜ = 1, . . . , nV + nT ≡ n) (i = 1, 2)
BMµν (M = 1, . . . , nT ) tensors

 (1.2.3)
where by nV I have denoted the number of vectors or gauge 1–forms A
I¯
µ, nT being
instead the number of tensors or gauge 2–forms BMµν = −BMνµ. In ungauged super-
gravity, where everything is abelian, vectors and tensors are equivalent since they
can be dualised into each other by means of the transformation:
∂[µAν] = ǫ
λρσ
µν ∂λBρσ (1.2.4)
but in gauged supergravity it is only the 1–forms that can be promoted to non–
abelian gauge vectors, while the 2–forms describe massive degrees of freedom. The
other members of each vector/tensor multiplet are a doublet of pseudo Majorana
spin 1/2 fields:
λx˜i = ǫ
ij C
(
λ
jx˜
)T
; λ
ix˜
=
(
λx˜i
)†
γ0 ; i, j = 1, . . . , 2 . (1.2.5)
and a real scalar φx˜. The field content of hypermultiplets is the following:
hypermultiplets =
{
qX (X = 1, . . . , 4nH) , ζ
A (A = 1, . . . 2nH)
}
(1.2.6)
where, having denoted nH the number of hypermultiplets, q
X are nH quadruplets
of real scalar fields and ζA are nH doublets of pseudo Majorana spin 1/2 fields:
ζA = CAB C
(
ζB
)T
; ζB =
(
ζB
)†
γ0 ; A,B = 1, . . . , 2nH (1.2.7)
the matrix CT = −C, C2 = −1 being the symplectic invariant metric of Sp(2m,R).
In the middle of the eighties, Gunaydin, Sierra and Townsend [12, 13] considered
the general structure of N = 2, d = 5 supergravity coupled to an arbitrary number
n = nV + nT of vector/tensor multiplets. They discovered that this is dictated by
a peculiar geometric structure imposed by supersymmetry on the scalar manifold
SVn that contains the φ
x˜ scalars. In modern nomenclature this peculiar geometry
is named very special geometry and SVn are referred to as real very special
manifolds. The characterizing property of very special geometry arises from the
need to reconcile the transformations of the scalar members of each multiplet with
those of the vectors in presence of the Chern-Simons term (1.2.1), which generalizes
to:
LCS =
1
6
√
6
CI˜J˜K˜F
I˜
µν F
J˜
ρσ A
K˜
τ ǫ
µνρστ (1.2.8)
the symbol CI˜ J˜K˜ denoting some appropriate constant symmetric tensor and, having
dualised all 2–forms to vectors, the range of the indices I˜, J˜ , K˜ being:
I˜ = 1, . . . , n+ 1 =

 0 , I¯︸︷︷︸
I
, , M

 (1.2.9)
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Indeed, the total number of vector fields, including the graviphoton that belongs to
the graviton multiplet, is always nV + 1, nV being the number of vector multiplets.
It turns out that very special geometry is completely defined in terms of the constant
tensors CI˜ J˜K˜ , that are further restricted by a condition ensuring positivity of the
energy. At the beginning of the nineties special manifolds were classified and thor-
oughly studied by de Wit, Van Proeyen and some other collaborators [14, 15, 16].
They also explored the dimensional reduction from d = 5 to d = 4, clarifying the
way real very special geometry is mapped into the special Ka¨hler geometry featured
by vector multiplets in d = 4 and generically related to Calabi–Yau moduli spaces.
The 4nH scalars of the hypermultiplet sector have instead exactly the same
geometry in d = 4 as in d = 5 dimensions, namely they fill a quaternionic manifold
QM. These scalar geometries are a crucial ingredient in the construction of both the
ungauged and the gauged supergravity lagrangians. Indeed, the basic operations
involved by the gauging procedure are based on the specific geometric structures
of very special and quaternionic manifolds, in particular the crucial existence of a
moment–map (see sect.1.4.1). For this reason the present section is devoted to a
summary of these geometries and to an illustration of the general form of the bosonic
d = 5 lagrangians.
Independently from the number of supersymmetries we can write a general form
for the bosonic action of any d = 5 ungauged supergravity, namely the following one:
L
(ungauged)
(d=5) =
√−g
(
1
2
R − 1
4
aI˜ J˜F
I˜
µν F
J˜ |µν +
1
2
gΛΣ ∂µϕ
Λ ∂µ ϕΣ
)
+
1
6
√
6
CI˜ J˜K˜ ǫ
µνρστ F I˜µν F
J˜
ρσ A
K˜
τ (1.2.10)
where gΛΣ is the metric of the scalar manifold Mscalar , aI˜J˜(ϕ) is a positive definite
symmetric function of the scalars that under the isometry group Giso of Mscalar
transforms in
⊗2
symR, having denoted by R a linear representation of Giso to which
the vector fields AΓ are assigned. Finally CI˜ J˜K˜ is a three–index symmetric tensor
invariant with respect to the representation R.
To see how the same items are realized in the case of an N = 2 theory we have
to introduce very special and quaternionic geometry. Before we elaborate this, it
is worth nothing that also the supersymmetry transformation rule of the gravitino
field admits a general form (once restricted to the purely bosonic terms), namely:
δψiµ = Dµ ǫi + i
1
4
√
6
T
ρσ
ij (4gµρ γσ − γµρσ) ǫj (1.2.11)
where the indices i, j run in the fundamental representation of the automorphism
(R-symmetry) group USp(N) and the tensor Tρσij , antisymmetric both in ij and in
ρσ and named the graviphoton field strength, is given by:
T
ρσ
ij = Φ
I˜
ij(φ) aI˜ J˜F
J˜ |ρσ (1.2.12)
the scalar field dependent tensor ΦI˜ij(φ) being intrinsically defined as the coefficient
of the term ǫ¯i ψjµ in the supersymmetry transformation rule of the vector field AI˜µ,
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namely:
δAI˜µ = · · · −
√
6
4
iΦI˜ij(φ) ψ¯
i
µ ǫ
j (1.2.13)
From its own definition it follows that under isometries of the scalar manifold ΦI˜ij(φ)
must transform in the representation R of Giso times
∧2
N of the R-symmetry
USp(N). We see in the next subsection how this is generally realized in an N = 2
theory via very special geometry.
1.2.1 Very special geometry
Very special geometry is the peculiar metric and associated Riemannian structure
that can be constructed on a very special manifold. By definition a very special
manifold VSn is a real manifold of dimension n that can be represented as the
following algebraic locus in Rn+1:
1 = N(h) ≡
(
CI˜ J˜K˜ h
I˜ hJ˜ hK˜
) 1
3
(1.2.14)
where hI˜ (I˜ = 1, . . . , n + 1) are the coordinates of Rn+1 while
CI˜ J˜K˜ (1.2.15)
is a constant symmetric tensor fulfilling some additional defining properties that
I will recall later on.
A coordinate system φx˜ on VSn is provided by any parametric solution of eq. (1.2.14)
such that:
hI˜ = hI˜(φ) ; φx˜ = free ; x˜ = 1, . . . , n (1.2.16)
The very special metric on the very special manifold is nothing else but the pull–back
on the algebraic surface (1.2.14) of the following Rn+1 metric:
ds2
Rn+1
= aI˜ J˜ dh
I˜ ⊗ dhJ˜ (1.2.17)
aI˜ J˜ ≡ −∂I˜∂J˜ ln N(X) (1.2.18)
In other words, in any coordinate frame the coefficients of the very special metric
are the following ones:
gx˜y˜(φ) = aI˜ J˜ h
I˜
x˜ h
J˜
y˜ (1.2.19)
where we have introduced the new objects:
hI˜x˜ ≡ −
√
3
2
∂x˜h
I˜ = −
√
3
2
∂
∂φx˜
hI˜ (1.2.20)
If we also define
hI˜ =
∂
∂hI˜
ln N(X) ; hI˜ x˜ ≡
√
3
2
∂x˜hI˜ (1.2.21)
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and introduce the 2(n+ 1)-vectors:
U =
(
hI˜
hI˜
)
; Ux˜ = ∂x˜U =
√
2
3
(
−hI˜x˜
hI˜ x˜
)
(1.2.22)
it can be shown that taking a second covariant derivative the following identity is
true:
∇x˜Uy˜ = 2
3
gx˜y˜U +
√
2
3
Tx˜y˜z˜ g
z˜w˜ Uw˜ (1.2.23)
where the world–index symmetric coordinate dependent tensor Tx˜y˜z˜ is related to the
constant tensor CI˜ J˜K˜ by:
CI˜ J˜K˜ =
5
2
hI˜ hJ˜ hK˜ −
3
2
a(I˜ J˜ hK˜) + Tx˜y˜z˜ h
x˜
I˜
hy˜
J˜
hz˜
K˜
(1.2.24)
The identity (1.2.23) is the real counterpart of a completely similar identity that
holds true in special Ka¨hler geometry and also defines a symmetric 3–index tensor.
In the use of very special geometry to construct a supersymmetric field theory the
essential property is the existence of the section hI˜(φ). Indeed it is this object that
allows the writing of the tensor ΦΛAB(φ) appearing in the vector transformation rule
(1.2.13). It is sufficient to set:
ΦI˜ij(φ) = h
I˜(φ) ǫij (1.2.25)
Why do we call it a section? Since it is just a section of a flat vector bundle of
rank n+ 1
FB
π→ SVn (1.2.26)
with base manifold the very special manifold and structural group some subgroup
of the n + 1 dimensional linear group: Giso ⊂ GL(n + 1,R). The bundle is flat
because the transition functions from one local trivialization to another are constant
matrices:
∀g ∈ Giso : hI˜(g φ) = (M [g])I˜ J˜ hJ˜ (φ) ; M [g] = constant matrix (1.2.27)
The structural group Giso is implicitly defined as the set of matrices M that leave
the CI˜ J˜K˜ tensor invariant:
M ∈ Giso ⇔ M J˜1I˜1 M
J˜2
I˜2
M J˜3
I˜3
CI˜1I˜2I˜3 = CJ˜1J˜2J˜3 (1.2.28)
Since the very special metric is defined by eq. (1.2.19), it immediately follows
that Giso is a subgroup of the isometry group of such a metric,
3 its action in any
coordinate patch (1.2.16) being defined by the action (1.2.27) on the section hI˜ .
This fact explains the name given to this group.
3All the non linearly realized isometries of metric are not into Giso: explicit examples of spaces
with this type of isometries exist.
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By this reasoning I have shown that the classification of very special manifolds
is partially reduced to the classification of the constant tensors CI˜ J˜K˜ such that their
group of invariances acts transitively on the manifold SVn defined by eq. (1.2.14) and
that the special metric (1.2.19) is positive definite. This is the algebraic problem
that was completely solved by de Wit and Van Proeyen in [14]. They found all
such tensors and the corresponding manifolds. There is a large subclass of very
special manifolds that are homogeneous spaces but there are also infinite families of
manifolds that are not G/H cosets.
1.2.2 Quaternionic Geometry
Next I turn my attention to the hypermultiplet sector of an N = 2 supergravity. For
these multiplets no distinction arises between d = 4 and d = 5. Each hypermultiplet
contains 4 real scalar fields and, at least locally, they can be regarded as the four
components of a quaternion. The locality caveat is, in this case, very substantial
because global quaternionic coordinates can be constructed only occasionally, even
on those manifolds that are denominated quaternionic in the mathematical literature
[11], [9]. Anyhow, what is important is that, in the hypermultiplet sector, the
dimension of the scalar manifold QM is a multiple of four:
dimR QM = 4nH ≡ 4#of hypermultiplets (1.2.29)
and, in some appropriate sense, it has a quaternionic structure.
The geometry of the hypermultiplet sector is calledHypergeometry, irrespectively
whether we deal with global or local N = 2 theories. Yet there are two kinds of
hypergeometries. Supersymmetry requires the existence of a principal SU(2)–bundle
SU −→ QM (1.2.30)
The bundle SU is flat in the rigid supersymmetry case while its curvature is propor-
tional to the Ka¨hler forms in the local case.
These two versions of hypergeometry were already known in mathematics prior
to their use [41], [42], [43], [44], [45] in the context of N = 2 supersymmetry and are
identified as:
rigid hypergeometry ≡ HyperKa¨hler geometry.
local hypergeometry ≡ quaternionic geometry (1.2.31)
Quaternionic versus HyperKa¨hler manifolds
Both a quaternionic and a HyperKa¨hler manifold QM are a 4nH -dimensional real
manifold endowed with a metric g:
ds2 = gXY (q)dq
X ⊗ dqY ; X,Y = 1, . . . , 4nH (1.2.32)
and three complex structures
(Jr) : T (QM) −→ T (QM) (r = 1, 2, 3) (1.2.33)
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that satisfy the quaternionic algebra
JrJs = −δrs 1 + ǫrstJ t (1.2.34)
and with respect to which the metric is hermitian:
∀X,Y ∈ TQM : g (JrX, JrY) = g (X,Y) (r = 1, 2, 3) (1.2.35)
From eq. (1.2.35) it follows that one can introduce a triplet of 2-forms
Kr = KrXY dq
X ∧ dqY ; KrXY = gXZ(Jr)ZY (1.2.36)
that provides the generalization of the concept of Ka¨hler form occurring in the
complex case. The triplet Kr is named the HyperKa¨hler form. It is an SU(2) Lie–
algebra valued 2–form in the same way as the Ka¨hler form is a U(1) Lie–algebra
valued 2–form. In the complex case the definition of a Ka¨hler manifold involves
the statement that the Ka¨hler 2–form is closed. At the same time in Hodge–Ka¨hler
manifolds (those appropriate to local supersymmetry in d = 4) the Ka¨hler 2–form
can be identified with the curvature of a line–bundle which in the case of rigid super-
symmetry is flat. Similar steps can be taken also here and lead to two possibilities:
either HyperKa¨hler or quaternionic manifolds.
Let us introduce a principal SU(2)–bundle SU as defined in eq. (1.2.30). Let
pr denote a connection on such a bundle. To obtain either a HyperKa¨hler or a
quaternionic manifold we must impose the condition that the HyperKa¨hler 2–form
is covariantly closed with respect to the connection pr:
∇Kr ≡ dKr + 2ǫrstps ∧Kt = 0 (1.2.37)
The only difference between the two kinds of geometries resides in the structure of
the SU–bundle.
Definition 1.2.1 A HyperKa¨hler manifold is a 4nH–dimensional manifold with the
structure described above and such that the SU–bundle is flat
Defining the SU–curvature by:
Rr ≡ dpr + 2ǫrstps ∧ pt (1.2.38)
in the HyperKa¨hler case we have:
Rr = 0 (1.2.39)
Viceversa,
Definition 1.2.2 A quaternionic manifold is a 4nH–dimensional manifold with the
structure described above and such that the curvature of the SU–bundle is propor-
tional to the HyperKa¨hler 2–form
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Hence, in the quaternionic case we can write:
Rr = λKx (1.2.40)
where λ is a non vanishing real number.4
As a consequence of the above structure the manifold QM has a holonomy group
of the following type:
Hol(QM) = SU(2) ⊗H (quaternionic)
Hol(QM) = 1 ⊗H (HyperKa¨hler)
H ⊂ Sp(2nH ,R) (1.2.41)
In both cases, introducing flat indices {i, j, k = 1, 2}{A,B,C = 1, .., 2nH} that run
, in the fundamental representations of, respectively, SU(2) and Sp(2nH ,R), we can
find a vielbein 1-form
f iA = f iAX (q)dq
X (1.2.42)
such that
gXY = f
iA
X f
jB
Y CABǫij (1.2.43)
where CAB = −CBA and ǫij = −ǫji are, respectively, the flat Sp(2nH) and Sp(2) ∼
SU(2) invariant metrics. The vielbein f iA is covariantly closed with respect to
the SU(2)-connection pr and to some Sp(2nH ,R)-Lie Algebra valued connection
∆AB = ∆BA:
∇f iA ≡ df iA + ipr(ǫσrǫ−1)ij ∧ f jA
+ ∆AB ∧ f iDCBD = 0 (1.2.44)
where (σr) ji are the standard Pauli matrices. Furthermore f
iA satisfies the reality
condition:
fiA ≡ (f iA)∗ = ǫijCABf jB (1.2.45)
Eq. (1.2.45) defines the rule to lower the symplectic indices by means of the flat
symplectic metrics ǫij and CAB. More specifically we can write a stronger version
of eq. (1.2.43) [8]:
(f iAX f
jB
Y + f
iA
Y f
jB
X )CAB = gXY ǫ
ij
(1.2.46)
We have also the inverse vielbein fXiA defined by the equation
fXiAf
iA
Y = δ
X
Y (1.2.47)
Flattening a pair of indices of the Riemann tensor RXY ZW we obtain
RXY ZW f
iA
X f
jB
Y = − iRrZW ǫik(σr) jk CAB + RABZW ǫij (1.2.48)
4In my notation λ is equal to 1
2
.
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where RABZW is the field strength of the Sp(2nH) connection:
d∆AB +∆AC ∧∆DBCCD ≡ RAB = RABZWdqZ ∧ dqW (1.2.49)
Eq. (1.2.48) is the explicit statement that the Levi Civita connection associated
with the metric g has a holonomy group contained in SU(2) ⊗ Sp(2nH). Consider
now eq.s (1.2.34), (1.2.36) and (1.2.40). We easily deduce the following relation:
gZWKrXZK
s
ZY = −δrsgXY + ǫrstKtXY (1.2.50)
that holds true both in the HyperKa¨hler and in the quaternionic case. In the latter
case, using eq. (1.2.40), eq. (1.2.50) can be rewritten as follows:
gZWRrXZR
s
ZY = −λ2δrsgXY + λǫrstRtXY (1.2.51)
Eq. (1.2.51) implies that the intrinsic components of the curvature 2-form Rr yield
a representation of the quaternion algebra. In the HyperKa¨hler case such a repre-
sentation is provided only by the HyperKa¨hler form. In the quaternionic case we
can write:
RriA,jB ≡ RrXY fXiAfYjB = −iλCAB(σr) ki ǫkj (1.2.52)
Alternatively eq. (1.2.52) can be rewritten in an intrinsic form as
Rr = −iλCAB(σr) ki ǫkjf iA ∧ f jB (1.2.53)
whence we also get:
i
2
Rr(σr)
j
i = λfiA ∧ f jA (1.2.54)
The quaternionic manifolds are not requested to be homogeneous spaces, however
there exists a subclass of quaternionic homogeneous spaces that are displayed in
Table 1.1.
1.2.3 N = 2, d = 5 supergravity before gauging
Relying on the geometric lore developed in the previous sections it is now easy to
state what is the bosonic Lagrangian of a general N = 2 theory in five–dimensions.
We just have to choose an n–dimensional very special manifold and some quater-
nionic manifold QM of quaternionic dimension nH . Then recalling eq. (1.2.10) we
can specialize it to:
1√−gL
(ungauged)
(d=5,N=2) =
1
2
R − 1
4
aI˜J˜(φ)F
I˜
µν F
J˜ |µν +
1
2
gx˜y˜(φ) ∂µφ
x˜ ∂µ φy˜
+
1
2
gXY (q) ∂µq
X ∂µ qY +
1
6
√
6
√−gCI˜ J˜K˜ ǫ
µνρστ F I˜µν F
J˜
ρσ A
K˜
τ
(1.2.55)
where gXY (q) is the quaternionic metric on the quaternionic manifold QM, while
gx˜y˜(φ) is the very special metric on the very special manifold. At the same time,
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Table 1.1: Homogeneous symmetric quaternionic manifolds
nH G/H
m Sp(2m+2)Sp(2)×Sp(2m)
m SU(m,2)SU(m)×SU(2)×U(1)
m SO(4,m)SO(4)×SO(m)
2 G2SO(4)
7 F4Sp(6)×Sp(2)
10 E6SU(6)×U(1)
16 E7S0(12)×SU(2)
28 E8E7×SU(2)
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the constant tensor CI˜ J˜K˜ is that defining the cubic norm (1.2.14) while the kinetic
metric a is that defined in eq. (1.2.18). The transformation rule of the gravitino
field takes the general form (1.2.11) with the graviphoton defined as in eq. (1.2.12)
and the tensor ΦI˜ij given by eq. (1.2.25). In this respect it is noteworthy that
the gravitino supersymmetry transformation rule depends only on the vector mul-
tiplet scalars and it is independent of the hypermultiplets. Such a situation will be
changed by the gauging, that introduces a gravitino mass-matrix depending also on
the hypermultiplets.
1.3 Supergravity Gaugings
Before entering in the technical details of the gauging procedure for our specific case
let me begin by recalling some very general aspects which are common to extended
supergravities in different dimensions. Because of the fundamental property that the
scalar potential is generated by the gauging, the discussion on these topics naturally
involves spontaneous supersymmetry breaking and the super-Higgs mechanism. 5
1.3.1 Supersymmetry breaking in conventional vacua
A conventional6 vacuum of d–dimensional supergravity corresponds to a space–time
geometry with a maximally extended group of isometries, namely with 12d(d + 1)
Killing vectors. This means that the metric ds2 = gµνdx
µ ⊗ dxν necessarily has
constant curvature in d–dimensions and is one of the following three:
Mspace−time =


AdSd ; negative curvature
Minkowskid ; zero curvature
dSd ; positive curvature
(1.3.1)
At the same time, in order to be consistent with this maximal symmetry, the v.e.v.s
of the scalar fields, < ϕΛ >= ϕΛ0 , must be constant and be extrema of the scalar
potential:
∂V
∂ϕΛ
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕ0
= 0 , (1.3.2)
Minkowski space occurs when V(ϕ0) = 0, anti de Sitter space AdSd occurs when
V(ϕ0) < 0 and finally de Sitter space dSd is generated by V(ϕ0) > 0. To be definite,
I focus on the 4–dimensional case, that also historically was the first to be ana-
lyzed, but all the mechanisms and properties I describe below have straightforward
counterparts in higher dimensions. Furthermore, as already underlined before, it
presents a lot of similarities with the 5–dimensional case. So let me state that in
5They were codified in the literature of the early and middle eighties [46, 47, 48, 49] (for a
review see chapter II.8 of [37]) and were further analyzed and extended in the middle nineties
[50, 51, 52, 53].
6I use the term “conventional” to distinguish them from the ones obtainable from Domain wall
configurations (see Appendix D).
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relation with the super-Higgs mechanism, there are just three relevant items of the
entire d = 4 supergravity construction that have to be considered:
1. The gravitino mass matrix Sij(ϕ) , namely the non-derivative scalar field de-
pendent term that appears in the gravitino supersymmetry transformation
rule:
δψi|µ = Dµ ǫi + Sij (ϕ) γµ ǫj + . . . , (1.3.3)
and reappears as a mass term in the Lagrangian:
LSUGRA = . . . + const
(
Sij(ϕ)ψ
i
µ γ
µν ψjν + S
ij(ϕ)ψi|µ γµν ψj|ν
)
(1.3.4)
2. The fermion shifts, namely the non-derivative scalar field dependent terms in
the supersymmetry transformation rule of the spin 12 fields :
δ λΛR = derivative terms + Σ
Λ
i (ϕ) ǫ
i ,
δ λΛL = derivative terms + Σ
i|Λ (ϕ) ǫi . (1.3.5)
3. The scalar potential itself, V(ϕ).
These three items are related by a general supersymmetry Ward identity, firstly
discovered in the context of gauged N = 8 supergravity [54] and later extended to
all supergravities [46, 48, 49], that, in my conventions,7 reads as follows:
6Sik S
kj − 4KΛ,ΓΣ Λi Σj|Γ = −δji V , (1.3.6)
where KΛ,Γ is the kinetic matrix of the spin–1/2 fermions [47, 55, 56, 57]. The
numerical coefficients appearing in (1.3.6) depend on the normalization of the kinetic
terms of the fermions, while i, j, · · · = 1, . . . ,N are SU(N) indices that enumerate
the supersymmetry charges. We also follow the standard convention that the upper
or lower position of such indices denotes definite chiral projections of Majorana
spinors, right or left depending on the species of fermions considered8. The position
denotes also the way of transforming of the fermion with respect to SU(N), with
lower indices in the fundamental and upper indices in the fundamental bar. In this
way we have Sij = (Sij)
⋆ and Σ Λi =
(
Σj|Λ
)⋆
. Finally, the index Λ is a collective
index that enumerates all spin–1/2 fermions λΛ present in the theory9.
The corresponding fermion shifts are defined by
δ λΛ = derivative terms + Σ Λi (ϕ) ǫ
i . (1.3.7)
A vacuum configuration ϕ0 that preserves N0 supersymmetries is characterized
by the existence of N0 vectors ρ
i
(ℓ) (ℓ = 1, . . . ,N0) of SU(N), such that
Sij (ϕ0) ρ
i
(ℓ) = e
iθ
√
−V(ϕ0)
6 ρi(ℓ) ,
Σ Λi (ϕ0) ρ
i
(ℓ) = 0 , (1.3.8)
7In fact I adopt the conventions of d = 5 to avoid any confusion with the normalization and the
role of the indices.
8For instance, we have γ5 ǫi = ǫi and γ5 ǫ
i = −ǫi.
9We denote by λΛ the right handed chiral projection while λΛ are the left handed ones.
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where θ is an irrelevant phase. Indeed, consider the spinor
ǫi(x) =
N0∑
ℓ=1
ρi(ℓ)ǫ
(ℓ)(x) , (1.3.9)
where ǫ(ℓ)(x) are N0 independent solutions of the equation for covariantly constant
spinors in AdS4 (or Minkowski space) with 2 e =
√
−V(ϕ0)/6:
D(AdS)a ǫ(x) ≡ (∂a −
1
4
ωbcaγbc − 2 e γ5γa)ǫ(x) = 0 , (1.3.10)
The integrability of eq. (1.3.10) is guaranteed by the expression of the AdS4 curva-
ture, Rabcd = −64 e2 δabcd , that corresponds to the Ricci tensor:
Rab = −96 e2 ηab = V(ϕ0) ηab, (1.3.11)
Then it follows that under supersymmetry transformations of the parameter (1.3.9),
the chosen vacuum configuration ϕ = ϕ0 is invariant
10. That such a configuration is
a true vacuum follows from another property proved, for instance, in [49]: all vacua
that admit at least one vector ρi satisfying eq. (1.3.8) are automatically extrema of
the potential, namely they satisfy eq. (1.3.2). Furthermore, as one can immediately
check, the four dimensional action for constant scalar field configurations implies
that the Ricci tensor must be Rµν = V(ϕ0) gµν , as in equation (1.3.11).
The above integrability argument can be easily generalized to all dimensions and
to all numbers of supersymmetriesN. Consider a supergravity action in d dimensions
that, once reduced to the gravitational plus scalar field sector, has this general form:
A
[d]
grav+scal =
∫
ddx
√−g 1
2
[
R[g] + α gΛΣ(ϕ) ∂
µ ϕΛ∂µϕ
Λ − 2V(ϕ)] (1.3.12)
where α is a normalization constant that can vary from case to case, since it can
always be reabsorbed into the definition of the scalar metric. But the scalar potential
V has an unambiguous and unique normalization with respect to the Einstein term.
For constant field configurations ϕ0, the Einstein equations derived from (1.3.12)
imply that:
Rµν =
2
(d− 2) V(ϕ0) gµν (1.3.13)
Then the Riemann tensor of an anti de Sitter space AdSd consistent with eq. (1.3.13)
is necessarily the following:
Rρσµν =
4
(d− 1)(d− 2) V(ϕ0) δ
[ρ
[µ δ
σ]
ν] (1.3.14)
Consider next the equation for a covariantly constant spinor in AdSd. Its general
form is:
D(AdS)µ ǫ ≡ Dµǫ(x)− µ γµ ǫ = (∂µ −
1
4
ωbcµγbc − µ γµ) = 0 (1.3.15)
10As already stressed, the v.e.v.s of all the fermions are zero and equation (1.3.8) guarantees that
they remain zero under supersymmetry transformations of parameters (1.3.9).
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where the parameter µ is fixed by integrability in terms of the vacuum value of
potential V(ϕ0). Indeed, from the condition D
(AdS)
[µ D
(AdS)
ν] = 0 we immediately get:
|µ|2 = |V(ϕ0)|
(d− 1)(d − 2) (1.3.16)
On the other hand the general form of the gravitino transformation rule is, inde-
pendently from the number of space–time dimensions, that given in eq. (1.3.3), so
that, in a conventional vacuum with an unbroken supersymmetry, µ is to be in-
terpreted as eigenvalue of the gravitino mass–matrix. So the general conditions
for the preservation of N0 supersymmetries in d dimensions are fully analogous to
those in eq. (1.3.8) and correspond to the existence of N0 independent vectors ρ
i
(ℓ)
(ℓ = 1, . . . ,N0), such that:
Sij (ϕ0) ρ
j
(ℓ) = e
iθ
√
|V(ϕ0)|
(d−2)(d−1) ρi(ℓ) ,
Σ ii (ϕ0) ρ
i
(ℓ) = 0 , (1.3.17)
By extension of language, the vectors ρi(ℓ) are named Killing spinors.
In the next section we explicitly discuss these features for N = 2 theory in d = 5.
1.4 Gauged supergravities in five dimensions
The general form of gauged N = 2 supergravity in five–dimensions has been obtained
only recently. This occurred through the contributions of two groups of authors. In
a first step, Gu¨naydin and Zagerman analyzed the problem of gauging in the pres-
ence of an arbitrary number of vector and tensor multiplets. In a series of papers
[58, 59, 60] they established the key new features involved by the gauging procedure
in this space-time dimension. In a subsequent step, Ceresole and Dall’Agata [5],
utilizing the general methods of the geometrical gauging [54, 61, 43, 62], reconsid-
ered the problem and succeeded in including also the coupling to hypermultiplets.
Since N = 2, that corresponds to NQ = 8 supercharges, is the minimal possible
number of supersymmetries in a five–dimensional space–time, it is clear that this
result is a relevant step for the construction of phenomenological models with min-
imal supersymmetry like the Randall Sundrum scenarios and more generically to
understand better the supposed gravity/gauge theory correspondence. I already
pointed out that in maximal supergravities the number of available gauge vectors is
fixed a priori and the possible gauge algebras fill a discrete set. In matter coupled
supergravities, on the other hand, the number of vector multiplets varies and one
has much more possibilities. If the number of supercharges NQ is larger than eight,
the only available multiplets, beside the graviton multiplet, are the vector or tensor
multiplets; furthermore, given their number n, the geometry of the scalar manifold
is fixed and corresponds to a homogeneous space Gn/Hn. At NQ = 8, instead, be-
sides vector or tensor multiplets (that can be dualised to vector multiplets), one has
also hypermultiplets so that the scalar manifold Mscalar = Mvect.scal. ×Mhyp.scal.
is the tensor product of two submanifolds containing the vector scalars and the
hyper scalars respectively. As we have seen in sect.1.2.1-1.2.2, although severely
constrained, the geometry of these two submanifolds is not completely fixed by su-
persymmetry and can vary within an ample class that contains both homogeneous
and non homogeneous spaces. As I also recalled, there is a very close structural
relation between NQ = 8 supergravity in d = 4 and in d = 5 dimensions: the geom-
etry of the hypermultiplet scalars is the same in both theories, namely quaternionic
geometry (see sect.1.2.2) while the vector scalars fill a special Ka¨hler complex man-
ifold in d = 4 and a very special real manifold in d = 5. Dimensional reduction on a
circle maps d = 5 theories into d = 4 theories and provides a map from very special
to a subclass of special Ka¨hler manifolds. Hence it is not surprising that the gauging
procedure in d = 4 and d = 5 theories are extremely similar: yet there are some rel-
evant differences that had to be clarified before one could extend the constructions
of [43, 62] to one higher space–time dimensions. These differences have essentially
to do with two specifically five–dimensional features:
a Very special, differently from special Ka¨hler manifolds are real and non–
symplectic. So there is no notion of a moment-map for isometries
b In the presence of gauging, vector and tensor multiplets become physically dis-
tinct and the vector fields that are in a non trivial non–adjoint representation
of the gauge group have to be dualised to massive self–dual 2–forms.
To accomplish this program my first care is to discuss the general idea of the
moment map which constitutes an essential ingredient in the N = 2 case.
1.4.1 The Moment Map
The moment map is a construction that applies to all manifolds with a symplectic
structure, in particular to Ka¨hler, HyperKa¨hler or quaternionic manifolds.
I begin with the Ka¨hler case, namely with the moment map of holomorphic
isometries which is the paradigm for all the other cases. It is also the additional
weapon one can use in gauging d = 4 supergravity while it is not available for
d = 5 vector multiplets due to the real structure of very special geometry. The
HyperKa¨hler and quaternionic cases correspond, instead, to the moment map of
triholomorphic isometries which equally applies to d = 4 and d = 5 theories.
The holomorphic moment map on Ka¨hler manifolds
I assume some basic knowledge of Ka¨hler geometry which can be retrieved from any
standard textbook. Let gij⋆ be the Ka¨hler metric of a Ka¨hler manifold M and let
us assume that gij⋆ admits a non trivial group of continuous isometries G generated
by Killing vectors ki
I
(I = 1, . . . ,dimG) that define the infinitesimal variation of the
complex coordinates zi under the group action:
zi → zi + ǫIkiI(z) (1.4.1)
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Let ki
I
(z) be a basis of holomorphic Killing vectors for the metric gij⋆ . Holomor-
phicity means the following differential constraint:
∂j∗k
i
I(z) = 0↔ ∂jki
∗
I (z¯) = 0 (1.4.2)
while the generic Killing equation (suppressing the gauge index I):
∇µkν +∇µkν = 0 (1.4.3)
in holomorphic indices reads as follows:
∇ikj +∇jki = 0 ; ∇i∗kj +∇jki∗ = 0 (1.4.4)
where the covariant components are defined as kj = gji∗k
i∗ (and similarly for ki∗).
The vectors ki
I
are generators of infinitesimal holomorphic coordinate transforma-
tions δzi = ǫIki
I
(z) which leave the metric invariant. In the same way as the metric
is the derivative of a more fundamental object, the Killing vectors in a Ka¨hler man-
ifold are the derivatives of suitable prepotentials. Indeed, the first of eq.s (1.4.4) is
automatically satisfied by holomorphic vectors and the second equation reduces to
the following one:
kiI = ig
ij∗∂j∗PI, P
∗
I = PI (1.4.5)
In other words if we can find a real function P I such that the expression igij
∗
∂j∗P(I)
is holomorphic, then eq. (1.4.5) defines a Killing vector.
The construction of the Killing prepotential can be stated in a more precise geo-
metrical fashion through the notion of moment map. Let us review this construction.
Consider a Ka¨hlerian manifold M of real dimension 2n. Consider a compact Lie
group G acting on M by means of Killing vector fields
−→
X which are holomorphic
with respect to the complex structure J of M; then these vector fields preserve also
the Ka¨hler 2-form
L−→Xg = 0 ↔ ∇(µXν) = 0
L−→
X
J = 0
}
⇒ 0 = L−→XK = i−→XdK + d(i−→XK) = d(i−→XK)
(1.4.6)
Here L−→X and i−→X denote respectively the Lie derivative along the vector field
−→
X and
the contraction (of forms) with it.
If M is simply connected, d(i−→
X
K) = 0 implies the existence of a function P−→
X
such that
− 1
2π
dP−→
X
= i−→XK (1.4.7)
The function P−→
X
is defined up to a constant, which can be arranged so as to make
it equivariant: −→
XP−→
Y
= P
[
−→
X,
−→
Y ]
(1.4.8)
P−→
X
constitutes then a moment map. This can be regarded as a map
P : M −→ R⊗G∗ (1.4.9)
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where G∗ denotes the dual of the Lie algebra G of the group G. Indeed, let x ∈ G
be the Lie algebra element corresponding to the Killing vector
−→
X ; then, for a given
m ∈M
µ(m) : x −→ P−→
X
(m) ∈ R (1.4.10)
is a linear functional on G. If we expand
−→
X = aIkI in a basis of Killing vectors kI
such that
[kI, kL] = f
K
IL kK (1.4.11)
we also have
P−→
X
= aIPI (1.4.12)
In the following we use the shorthand notation LI, iI for the Lie derivative and the
contraction along the chosen basis of Killing vectors kI.
From a geometrical point of view the prepotential, or moment map, PI is the
Hamiltonian function providing the Poissonian realization of the Lie algebra on
the Ka¨hler manifold. This is just another way of stating the already mentioned
equivariance. Indeed the very existence of the closed 2-form K guarantees that every
Ka¨hler space is a symplectic manifold and that we can define a Poisson bracket.
Consider eqs.(1.4.5). To every generator of the abstract Lie algebra G we have
associated a function PI on M; the Poisson bracket of PI with PJ is defined as
follows:
{PI, PJ} ≡ 4πK(I,J) (1.4.13)
where K(I,J) ≡ K(~kI, ~kJ) is the value of K along the pair of Killing vectors.
In reference [43] the following lemma is proved:
Lemma 1.4.1 The following identity is true:
{PI, PJ} = f LIJ PL + CIJ (1.4.14)
where CIJ is a constant fulfilling the cocycle condition
f LIM CLJ + f
L
MJCLI + f
L
JI CLM = 0 (1.4.15)
If the Lie algebra G has a trivial second cohomology group H2(G) = 0, then the
cocycle CIJ is a coboundary; namely we have
CIJ = f
L
IJ CL (1.4.16)
where CL are suitable constants. Hence, assuming H
2(G) = 0, we can reabsorb CL
in the definition of PI:
PI → PI + CI (1.4.17)
and we obtain the stronger equation
{PI, PJ} = f LIJ PL (1.4.18)
Note that H2(G) = 0 is true for all semi-simple Lie algebras. Using eq. (1.4.14), eq.
(1.4.18) can be rewritten in components as follows:
i
2
gij∗(k
i
Ik
j∗
J
− kiJkj
∗
I
) =
1
2
f LIJ PL (1.4.19)
Equation (1.4.19) is identical with the equivariance condition in eq. (1.4.8).
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The triholomorphic moment map on quaternionic manifolds
Next, closely following the original derivation of [43, 63], I turn to a discussion of
the triholomorphic isometries of the manifold QM associated with hypermultiplets.
Both in d = 4 and in d = 5 supergravity, QM is quaternionic and we can gauge only
those of its isometries that are triholomorphic and that either generate an abelian
group G or are suitably realized as isometries also on the special manifold SV 11.
This means that on QM we have Killing vectors:
~kI = k
X
I
~∂
∂qX
(1.4.20)
satisfying the same Lie algebra as the corresponding Killing vectors on VM. In other
words
~ˆkI = k
x
I
~∂x + k
X
I
~∂X (1.4.21)
is a Killing vector of the block diagonal metric:
gˆ =
(
gxy 0
0 gXY
)
(1.4.22)
defined on the product manifold VM⊗ QM. Let us first focus on the manifold QM.
Triholomorphicity means that the Killing vector fields leave the HyperKa¨hler struc-
ture invariant up to SU(2) rotations in the SU(2)–bundle defined by eq. (1.2.30).
Namely:
LIK
r = 12ǫ
rstKsαt
I
; LIp
r = 12∇αrI (1.4.23)
where αr
I
is an SU(2) compensator associated with the Killing vector kX
I
.12 The
compensator αr
I
necessarily fulfills the cocycle condition:
LIα
r
J − LJαrI + ǫrstαsIαtJ = f ··LIJ αrL (1.4.24)
In the HyperKa¨hler case the SU(2)–bundle is flat and the compensator can be reab-
sorbed into the definition of the HyperKa¨hler forms. In other words we can always
find a map
QM −→ Lrs(q) ∈ SO(3) (1.4.25)
that trivializes the SU–bundle globally. Redefining:
Kr′ = Lrs(q)K
s (1.4.26)
11I anticipate the meaning of suitably realized to be discussed in later sections. By definition
the gauge vectors are in the coadjoint representation of the gauge groups. The vectors transform
linearly under isometries as the sections hI˜ defining very special geometry. It follows that under
the gauge algebra, these latter must decompose in a coadjoint representation plus, possibly, another
representation R. The vectors in the representation Rmust be dualised to massive self dual 2–forms.
12The above relations find an effective application in this work for determining how gauge trans-
formations act in presence of hypermultiplets couplings, see section 4.5 below.
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the new HyperKa¨hler form obeys the stronger equation:
LIK
r′ = 0 (1.4.27)
On the other hand, in the quaternionic case, the non–triviality of the SU–bundle for-
bids to eliminate the W–compensator completely. Due to the identification between
HyperKa¨hler forms and SU(2) curvatures, eq. (1.4.23) is rewritten as:
LIR
r = 12ǫ
rstRsαt
I
; LIp
r = 12∇αrI (1.4.28)
In both cases, anyhow, and in full analogy with the case of Ka¨hler manifolds, to
each Killing vector we can associate a triplet P r
I
(q) of 0-form prepotentials. Indeed,
we can set:
iIK
r = −∇P rI ≡ −(dP rI + 2ǫrstpsP tI ) (1.4.29)
where ∇ denotes the SU(2) covariant exterior derivative.
As in the Ka¨hler case, eq. (1.4.29) defines a moment map:
P : M −→ R3 ⊗ G∗ (1.4.30)
where G∗ denotes the dual of the Lie algebra G of the group G. Indeed, let x ∈ G
be the Lie algebra element corresponding to the Killing vector −→χ ; then, for a given
m ∈M
µ(m) : x −→ P−→χ (m) ∈ R3 (1.4.31)
is a linear functional on G. If we expand −→χ = aIkI on a basis of Killing vectors kI
such that
[kI, kL] = f
K
IL kK (1.4.32)
and we also choose a basis ir (r = 1, 2, 3) for R
3 we get:
P−→χ = a
IP rI ir (1.4.33)
Furthermore we need a generalization of the equivariance defined by eq. (1.4.8)
−→χ ◦ P−→
ζ
= P
[−→χ ,−→ζ ] (1.4.34)
In the HyperKa¨hler case, the left–hand side of eq. (1.4.34) is defined as the usual
action of a vector field on a 0–form:
−→χ ◦ P−→
ζ
= i−→χ dP−→ζ = χ
X ∂
∂qX
P−→
ζ
(1.4.35)
The equivariance condition implies that we can introduce a triholomorphic Poisson
bracket defined as follows:
{PI, PJ}r ≡ 2Kr(I,J) (1.4.36)
leading to the triholomorphic Poissonian realization of the Lie algebra:
{PI, PJ}r = fKIJ P rK (1.4.37)
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which in components reads:
KrXY k
X
I k
Y
J =
1
2
fKIJ P
r
K (1.4.38)
In the quaternionic case, instead, the left–hand side of eq. (1.4.34) is interpreted as
follows: −→χ ◦ P−→
ζ
= i−→χ ∇P−→ζ = χX ∇X P−→ζ (1.4.39)
where ∇ is the SU(2)–covariant differential. Correspondingly, the triholomorphic
Poisson bracket is defined as follows:
{PI, PJ}r ≡ 2Kr(I,J)− λ εrst P sI P tJ (1.4.40)
and leads to the Poissonian realization of the Lie algebra
{PI, PJ}r = fKIJ P rK (1.4.41)
which in components reads:
KrXY k
X
I k
Y
J −
λ
2
εrst P sI P
t
J =
1
2
fKIJ P
r
K (1.4.42)
Eq. (1.4.42), which is the most convenient way of expressing equivariance in a
coordinate basis, was originally written in [43] and has played a fundamental role in
the construction of supersymmetric actions for gauged N = 2 supergravity both in
d = 4 [43, 62] and in d = 5 [5].
1.4.2 N = 2 gaugings and the composite connections
Equipped with the crucial geometric structure provided by the triholomorphic mo-
ment-map, let us come to the problem of gauging a general N = 2 matter coupled
supergravity as described by the bosonic lagrangian (1.2.55). To single out a viable
gauge group we have to go through a few steps that have been derived by Gu¨naydin
and Zagerman in [58, 59, 60].
The first thing we have to consider is the isometry group Giso of the special
manifold SVn. Later we have to see how it might be represented on the quaternionic
manifold QM.
By definition, the vectors are in the representation R of Giso. What we can
gauge is any nV + 1–dimensional subgroup Gg ⊂ Giso such that certain conditions
are satisfied. The conditions are:
a) The following branching must be true:
R
Gg
=⇒ Coadj(Gg)⊕DS (1.4.43)
where
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b) DS denotes some reducible or irreducible symplectic representation of the
candidate gauge group Gg different from the coadjoint. By symplectic we mean
the following. Let us decompose the range of the index I˜ as in eq. (1.2.9),
where
I = 1, . . . , nV + 1 ≡ dimGg (1.4.44)
runs on the coadjoint representation of the Gg Lie algebra and whose genera-
tors we denote by TI, with commutation relations
[TI , TJ] = f
K
IJ TK (1.4.45)
and
M = 1, . . . , nT = dimDS (1.4.46)
runs on a basis of the representation DS . Let Λ
N
IM be the matrix representing
the generator TI in DS :
TI → ΛI ; [ΛI , ΛJ] = fKIJ ΛK (1.4.47)
In order for the representation to be symplectic there must exist an antisym-
metric nT × nT matrix ΩT = −Ω that squares to minus the identity Ω2 = −1
and such that:
∀TI ∈ Gg ΩΛI + ΛTI Ω = 0 (1.4.48)
Indeed, this ensures that our algebra Gg is a subalgebra of the symplectic
algebra Sp(nT ,R).
c) The CI˜J˜K˜ invariant tensor must decompose under Gg in the following way:
CI˜ J˜K˜ =


CIJK = Invariant tensor in the Coadj(Gg)
CMNP = 0
CMIJ = 0
CMNI = −
√
6
2 ΩMP Λ
P
IN
(1.4.49)
d) The group Gg, selected through the previous restriction, must act as a triholo-
morphic isometry on the quaternionic manifold QM 13.
The rationale for the above requirements is the following. The reason for the re-
quirement a) is the same as in four–dimensions. Since the gauge vectors are by
definition in the coadjoint of the gauge algebra, it is necessary that the represen-
tation to which the vectors are pre–assigned should contain the coadjoint of what
we want to gauge. Note also that for semisimple groups, adjoint and coadjoint rep-
resentations are equivalent but this is no longer true in the case of non semisimple
gauge algebras. An extreme possibility is provided by abelian algebras
A = U(1)ℓ ⊗Rm (1.4.50)
13This last requirement is that spelled out by Ceresole and Dall’Agata in [5] who have extended
to the d = 5 case the methods and procedures of the geometrical gaugings originally introduced in
[54, 61, 43, 62].
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where we were careful to distinguish compact from non compact generators. In this
case the coadjoint representation vanishes and any set of ℓ+m vectors can be used
to gauge an algebra A that has vanishing action on the very special manifold SVn.
The rationale for the requirements b) and c) is instead related to the consistent
coupling of massive 2–forms. Gauge vectors that are in non trivial representations
of a gauge group different from the coadjoint representation are inconsistent with
their own gauge invariance. To cure this problem we have to dualise them to massive
self–dual 2–forms, satisfying:
BM |µν = mǫµνρσλDρBMσλ . (1.4.51)
where the covariant derivative is :
DBM ≡ dBM + gΛMINAI ∧ BN ≡ HM (1.4.52)
This is possible only if the part of the Chern Simons term involving two B’s and
one A can be reabsorbed in the kinetic term of the 2–forms that reads as follows:
LkinB =
1
4g
ǫµνρσλBMµν DρB
N
σλ ΩMN (1.4.53)
The last requirement (d) deals with the possible presence of hypermultiplets. In
particular, the action of Gg on the quaternionic manifold can be the identity action,
which is certainly triholomorphic. In this case the hypermultiplets are simply neutral
with respect to the gauge group. Alternatively, we can consider an abelian algebra,
as in eq. (1.4.50), that has no action on the very special manifold but acts by non
trivial triholomorphic isometries on the quaternionic manifold. Both of these are
extreme cases that allow more freedom of choice for one of the two manifolds. The
general case corresponds to a choice of Gg that acts non trivially both on SVn and
QMm and respects conditions a)-d).
Assuming that the gauge algebra has been selected and satisfies the above crite-
ria, the gauging procedure becomes smooth and fully parallel to the four–dimensional
models we have already discussed. The essential point is always the same, namely
the gauging of the scalar vielbein and of the composite connections acting on
the fermion fields. In the case of maximal supersymmetry, where the scalar mani-
fold is necessarily a homogeneous space G/H, these two gaugings are obtained in one
stroke by gauging the Maurer–Cartan 1–forms. In the non maximal case we have to
do it separately and specifically for the different factors occurring in the scalar man-
ifold. These latter are not necessarily coset manifolds but have a sufficiently special
geometric structure to allow the generic construction of those ingredients that are
necessary for the gauging of the composite connections, most relevant being the role
of the triholomorphic moment-map.
Let us begin with the gauging of the scalar vielbein. This is equivalent to re-
placing the ordinary derivatives (or differentials) of the scalar fields with covariant
ones, as follows:
Dφx˜ = dφx˜ + gAIkx˜
I
(φ)
DqX = dqX + gAIkX
I
(q)
(1.4.54)
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where g is the gauge coupling constant and kx˜
I
(φ), kX
I
(q) are the killing vectors
expressing the action of the gauge algebra generators TI on the two scalar manifolds:
δIφ
x˜ = kx˜I (φ)
δIq
X = kXI (q) (1.4.55)
Next we have the gauging of the composite connections. There are three of them
corresponding to the three vector bundles of which the fermions are sections:
1. The Levi–Civita connection Γx˜y˜ on the tangent bundle to the very special
manifold TSVn. This enters because the gauginos λ
x˜
i carry a world index of
the very special manifold, namely are sections of TSVn.
2. The Sp(2nH ,R) connection ∆
AB. This enters because the hyperinos ζA are
sections of the Sp(2nH ,R) bundle over the quaternionic manifold QM. By
definition this latter has reduced holonomy, so that the structural group of the
tangent bundle TQM is SU(2)× Sp(2nH ,R), as we know from section 1.2.2.
3. The SUR(2) connection of R–symmetry p
ij. This connection enters the game
because both the gravitino ψi and the gauginos λ
x˜
i are sections of the SU(2)R
vector bundle in the fundamental doublet representation (the index i = 1, 2
denotes this fact). On the other hand the R–symmetry bundle is identified
with the SU → QM bundle over the quaternionic manifold and this means
that the connection pij is the connection of the SU bundle described in section
1.2.2.
In terms of the Killing vectors and of the the triholomorphic moment map Px
I
(q)
and just following the original recipe developed in [43] and further clarified in [62]
the gauging of the connections is given by:
TVS : tangent bundle Γx˜y˜ → Γˆx˜y˜ = Γx˜y˜ + g AI ∂y˜kx˜I
SU : SU(2) bundle pr → pˆr = pr + gRAI P rI
SU−1 ⊗ TQM : Sp(2m,R) bundle ∆AB → ∆ˆAB = ∆AB + g AI ∂XkYI fX|iA fBY |i
(1.4.56)
where g is the same gauge coupling constant as in eq. (1.4.54) while gR is an
additional coupling constant that allows to gauge or not to gauge the R-symmetry
group SU(2). In the construction of the lagrangian and in checking the closure of
the supersymmetry algebra it turns out that g and gR are independent parameters
[5].
1.4.3 The Fermion shifts and gravitino mass-matrix
Gauging the connections forces, through closure of the supersymmetry algebra, the
inclusion of new non–derivative terms in the susy rules of the fermions that are
completely analogous to their 4–dimensional counterparts of eq.s (1.3.3) and (1.3.5).
Indeed as explained in sect.1.3.1 the gauging procedure of supergravity theories fits
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into a general and uniform pattern for all space–time dimensions d and for all number
of supersymmetry charges NQ. The gravitino transformation rule (1.2.11) becomes:
δψiµ = Dµ ǫi + i
1
4
√
6
T
ρσ
ij (4gµρ γσ − γµρσ) ǫj + Sij ǫj (1.4.57)
where the gravitino mass matrix is given by:
Sij = i gR
1√
6
hI(φ)P rI (q) (σr)
k
i ǫjk (1.4.58)
while the transformation rules of the spin 1/2 fermions have been determined by
Ceresole and Dall’Agata (see [5]) to have, apart from some trivial choice of normal-
izations, an identical form to their counterparts in d = 4 N = 2 supergravity (see
[43, 62]). Indeed one finds:
δζA = derivative terms + ΣA|i ǫi
δλx˜i = derivative terms + Σx˜i|j ǫj (1.4.59)
where the fermion shifts take the following explicit form:
Σx˜i|j = gǫijW x˜ + gRW x˜ij
W x˜ =
√
6
4
kx˜I h
I (1.4.60)
W x˜ij = i(σr)
j
k ǫ
kiP rI g
x˜y˜hIy˜
ΣA|i = g ǫijNAj
NAj = −
√
6
4
f jXA k
X
I h
I (1.4.61)
Indeed, if one compares eq.s (1.4.58),(1.4.61) with their 4–dimensional counterparts
given in eq.s (8.23) of [62] one sees that (apart from the overall normalization which
can be reabsorbed into the normalization of the corresponding fermionic field) the
two sets of formulae are identical upon the replacement of the complex section LΛ(z)
of special Ka¨hler geometry with the real section hI(φ) of very special geometry. The
other noteworthy difference is that in d = 4 the index Λ runs over the whole set
of n + 1 values, n being the dimension of the special Ka¨hler manifold. In five
dimensions, instead, the index I runs over the nV +1 subset of values corresponding
to the gauged vectors while the total dimension of the very special space is nV +nT .
The remaining nT dimensions are, as we know, associated with the massive self-dual
2–forms.
In five as in all other dimensions supersymmetry imposes a Ward identity that
is the straightforward generalization of eq. (1.3.6), namely:
αSij Sjk − β Kx˜y˜Σx˜|iΣy˜|j ǫjk = − δik V (1.4.62)
where Kx˜y˜ is the kinetic matrix of the spin 1/2 fermions and α and β are just
numerical coefficients that differ from their analogues in 4–dimensions only because
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of the differences in Lorentz algebra and γ-matrix manipulations. Verifying such an
identity whose explicit form is not written down in their paper, the authors of [5]
have proved the supersymmetry of the gauged action and calculated the final form
of the potential that reads as follows:
V =
3
4
g2
[
hI hJ
(
kx˜I k
y˜
J
gx˜y˜ + k
X
I k
Y
J gXY
)]
− g2R
[(
2hI hJ − gx˜y˜hIx˜ hJy˜
)
P rI P
r
J
]
(1.4.63)
in terms of the moment-map (1.4.29) and of the section hI of very special geometry
and its derivative hIx˜ = −
√
3
2∂x˜h
I (see eq.s (1.2.20)).
1.4.4 The scalar potential and supersymmetry breaking
We can now summarize the results of the previous section writing the general form
of the bosonic lagrangian for a general gauged N = 2, d = 5 supergravity. The
ungauged action (1.2.55) is replaced by the following gauged one:
L
(gauged)
(d=5,N=2)
=
1
2
√−g
(
R − 1
2
aI˜ J˜(φ)F
I˜
µν F
J˜ |µν
+ gx˜y˜(φ)Dµφ
x˜Dµ φy˜ + gXY (q)Dµq
X Dµ qY − 2V(φ, q))
+
(
1
6
√
6
CIJK F
I
µν F
J
ρσ A
K
τ +
1
4g
ΩMNB
M
µν DρB
N
στ
)
ǫµνρστ
(1.4.64)
where the potential V(φ, q) is that given in eq. (1.4.63).
General pattern of supersymmetry breaking in d = 5 Following the general
discussion of eq.s (1.3.17) in N-extended d = 5 supergravity, a conventional vacuum
configuration φ0 that preserves N0 supersymmetries is characterized by the existence
of N0 vectors ρ
i
(ℓ) (ℓ = 1, . . . ,N0) of USp(N), such that
Sij (φ0) ρ
j
(ℓ) = e
iθ
√
|V(φ0)|
12 ρA(ℓ) ,
Σ x˜i (φ0) ρ
i
(ℓ) = 0 , (1.4.65)
where θ is an irrelevant phase, V is the scalar potential and Sij is the gravitino
mass-matrix, uniformly defined for all N by eq. (1.4.57).
Properties of the N = 2 potential and anti de Sitter vacua
At this point we finally discuss the properties of the scalar potential and which type
of vacua it admits. In fact a great part of the interest in gauged supergravity with
matter couplings is due to existence of a “tunable” potential with the choice of the
gauging. This feature is fundamental to study phenomenological applications as
Randall–Sundrum scenarios or to explore possible extensions of the gravity/gauge
field correspondence.
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In view of these facts it is specifically interesting to survey the conditions for the
existence of anti de Sitter vacua. According to our general discussion, following eq.
(1.3.1), we have anti de Sitter vacua if V(q0, φ0) < 0 for V
′(q0, φ0) = 0. Thus it is
straightforward to see that the only contribution which can allow for such solutions
is the term14
V = − g2 P r Pr + positive contributions (1.4.66)
coming from the R–symmetry gauging of the gravitinos. We have introduced the
compact notation P r ≡ P rI hI (see app.A). Indeed this is the only negative con-
tribution to the potential. This implies that a simple Yang–Mills gauging, even
in presence of both tensor and hypermultiplets, does not allow any anti de Sitter
solution.
We can briefly analyze various cases.
a) If we set nH = 0 there are no hypermultiplets and the quaternionic manifold
disappears. Correspondingly, as already noted in [43, 62] for the 4-dimensional
case, the killing vector kX
I
is zero while the triholomorphic moment maps are
SU(2) Lie algebra valued constants ξr
I
that, because of eq. (1.4.42), must
satisfy the condition:
g fKIJ ξ
r
K =
1
2 gR ǫ
rst ξsI ξ
t
J (1.4.67)
Generically the ξr
I
break SU(2) → U(1). If the gauge group G contains a
subgroup H ≡ SU(2), this can be identified with the R–symmetry group
setting ξr
Iˆ
= δr
Iˆ
, ξr
Iˆ
∈ H.
a1) If at nH = 0 one makes the choice ξI = (0, VI, 0), the condition (1.4.67) reduces
to
fKIJVK = 0 (1.4.68)
As already noted in [43, 62] for the four–dimensional case this is the Fayet–
Iliopoulos phenomenon which corresponds, in mathematical language to the
possibility of lifting the moment-maps to a non zero level for all the generators
belonging to the center of the gauge Lie algebra.
b) If we both set nH = 0, namely we include no hypermultiplet but we also set
nT = 0 namely we consider only vector fields in the coadjoint representation
of the gauge group (i.e. the symplectic representation DS of the massive two
forms is deleted), then one can easily prove that
kx˜ ≡ hI kx˜I = 0 (1.4.69)
This implies that the scalar potential 1.4.63 reduces to:
V = −6g2
[
W 2 − 3
4
gxy∂xW ∂yW
]
(1.4.70)
W (φ) ≡
√
2
3
VIh
I(φ) (1.4.71)
14Without loosing in generality we take g = gR for all the following part of the thesis.
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the constant coefficients VI being those introduced above and satisfying the
consistency condition (1.4.68). The interesting thing about the potential
(1.4.70) is that it follows from the general class of potentials of the form:
V = −α2 [(d− 1)W 2 − (d− 2)gΛΣ∂ΛW ∂ΣW ] (1.4.72)
where W (ϕ) is a real function named the superpotential, d denotes the space–
time dimensions and gxy is the positive definite kinetic metric of the scalar
fields. In [64] Townsend has shown that the structure (1.4.72) is precisely
that required for vacuum stability. We note that in the presence of an ar-
bitrary number of hypermultiplets and vector multiplets to require this form
for the potential implies a condition on the phase of the prepotential Qr (see
app.A). We will show in chapter 3 that for the electrostatic spherically sym-
metric configurations, such condition is recovered as a consequence of the BPS
requirement. The same happens for the flat domain wall solutions as observed
in [20].
c) If we set nV + nT = 0 there are no vector multiplets and we have simply hyper-
multiplets. Then h0 = 1 and there is just one gauge vector: the graviphoton
whose action on the quaternionic manifold is described by the triholomorphic
Killing vector kX
0
. The potential is still non–zero and becomes
V =
3
2
g2 kX0 k
X
0 gXY − 4g2 P r0 P0r (1.4.73)
which in principle can admit anti de Sitter vacua.
d) The minimal gauged 5–dimensional supergravity is retrieved as a subcase of the
above, setting also the number of hypermultiplets to zero, with the scalar
potential reducing to a cosmological term.
The topics described in this chapter will find a concrete application in the study of
BPS solutions.
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Chapter 2
Electrostatic spherically
symmetric BPS solutions with
Hypermultiplets
2.1 Introduction
As has been already underlined in the introductory chapter, in recent years five-
dimensional N = 2 gauged supergravity theories have received considerable at-
tention primarily for their relevance to the AdS/CFT correspondence [4],[65]. In
particular much interest has been directed toward the study of domain-wall super-
gravity solutions [23],[24], [17],[25],[26] as duals of renormalization group (RG) flows
in the corresponding field theory [66],[67]. Also a strong motivation in this direc-
tion derives from phenomenological requests in brane-world scenarios obtained via
M-theory compactifications and/or domain-wall type models [6],[7],[68].
Finding supersymmetric solutions of N = 2, D = 5 supergravities is never an
easy exercise [29]; it becomes a quite difficult task if one considers general couplings
to matter and general gaugings. Partial results have been obtained so far, i.e. for
cases where only special vector or hypermultiplet gaugings have been considered
[69], [27]. Here we start a systematic program with the general aim to classify BPS
solutions with vector, tensor and hypermultiplet couplings. The introduction of the
hypermultiplets is crucial for widening the variety of solutions as compared to the
case where only vector multiplets are present [20],[18],[19]. In particular, aside for
the special example analyzed in [27], the existence of BPS black-hole solutions has
not been investigated systematically before. In this chapter I address this task,
reporting on and discussing the results of my work with S. Cacciatori and D. Zanon
[28]. Of course, black-hole solutions are especially relevant since, via the AdS/CFT
correspondence, they could describe the RG flows between field theories in different
dimensions [70].
To treat the problem we restrict ourselves to the case of hypermultiplet couplings,
with generic gauging, and a static SO(4) symmetric ansatz for the metric. In this
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setting we study the integrability conditions that follow from the BPS equations and
find a set of equations for the functions in the ansatz. The quaternionic geometries
give equations for the scalars which are a generalization of the ones found in [20].
Then we analyze all these equations and check directly that they satisfy the equations
of motion.
The presentation is organized as follows: in the next section we introduce the
model specializing the general formula present in the previous chapter. We describe
the form of the solutions we are looking for: obviously this choice determines the
physics contained in the solution. Then we focus on the derivation of the BPS
equations and study their integrability conditions. In section 2.3 we find the set of
independent first order differential equations that are equivalent to the BPS condi-
tions. In section 2.4 we show that the family of solutions we have found satisfy the
equations of motion. In section 2.5 we discuss the properties of the BPS solutions in
the special case of the universal hypermultiplet [8] and find an explicit result for a
simple choice of the gauging. We conclude with some final remarks. Our notations
and conventions, which are the same as in [28], are summarized in Appendix A.
2.2 The model and its BPS equations
We consider N=2 gauged supergravities in five dimensions interacting with an arbi-
trary number of hypermultiplets (we postpone the study of vector multiplet coup-
lings to the next chapter.). The field content of the theory is the following
• the supergravity multiplet
{eaµ , ψiµ , Aµ} (2.2.1)
containing the graviton eaµ, two gravitini ψ
i
µ and the graviphoton Aµ, which is
the only (abelian) gauge field present in the theory;
• nH hypermultiplets
{ζA , qX} (2.2.2)
containing the hyperini ζA with A = 1, 2, . . . , 2nH , and the scalars q
X with
X = 1, 2, . . . , 4nH which define a quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold (see section
1.2.2) with metric gXY .
The bosonic sector of the theory is described by the Lagrangian density presented
in [5]
LBOS = − 1
2
e
[
R+
1
2
FµνF
µν + gXYDµq
XDµqY
]
+
1
6
√
6
ǫµνρστFµνFρσAτ − eV(q) (2.2.3)
with
Dµq
X = ∂µq
X + gAµK
X(q)
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where KX(q) is a Killing vector on the quaternionic manifold and V(q) is the scalar
potential as given in Appendix A.
We look for electrostatic spherical solutions that preserve half of the N = 2 su-
persymmetries. To this end we make the following ansatz for the supergravity fields:
we choose a metric which is SO(4) symmetric with all the other fields depending
on the holographic space-time coordinate r only. Moreover we fix the gauge for the
graviphoton keeping only the At component different from zero.
Introducing spherical coordinates (t, r, θ, φ, ψ) we write [27]
ds2 = −e2vdt2 + e2wdr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 + cos2 θdψ2) (2.2.4)
where the functions v and w depend on r only. The variations of the fermionic fields
under supersymmetry transformations give rise to the following BPS equations: for
the gravitini we have [71]
0 = δǫψµi = ∂µǫi +
1
4
ωabµ γabǫi − ∂µqXp jXi ǫj − gAµP ji ǫj
+
i
4
√
6
(γµνρ − 4gµνγρ)F νρǫi − i√
6
gP ji γµǫj (2.2.5)
We note that in ref.[27] the corresponding equation contains an additional term. This
extra term, which arises due to a incorrect interpretation of the covariant derivative
acting on the spinor ǫ as given in [5], should not be present.
For the hyperini the equations δǫζ
A = 0 lead to[
i
2
e−wfAiX q
′Xγ1 − ig
2
fAiX K
Xe−vAtγ0
]
ǫi =
√
6
4
gKXfAiX ǫi (2.2.6)
where we have set q′X = ∂rqX
Without loss of generality it is convenient to parametrize the graviphoton as
follows 1
At =
√
3
2
a(r)ev (2.2.7)
This allows to write explicitly the BPS equations for the gravitini{
∂tδ
k
l +
1
2
v′ev−wδ kl γ0γ1 +
1√
6
gevP r(σr)
k
l γ0 +
i
2
ev−w(v′a+ a′)δ kl γ1
−i
√
3
2
gaevP r(σr)
k
l
}
ǫk = 0 (2.2.8)[
∂rδ
j
i − iq′XprX(σr) ji +
1
2
(v′a+ a′)(iγ0)δ
j
i +
g√
6
ewP rγ1(σr)
j
i
]
ǫj = 0
(2.2.9)
1Note that in [27] a was chosen to be a constant.
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[
δ ji ∂θ −
1
2
e−wγ1γ2δ
j
i + i
re−w
4
(v′a+ a′)γ012δ
j
i +
gr√
6
P s(σs)
j
i γ2
]
ǫj = 0
(2.2.10)
{
δ ji
[
∂φ − 1
2
e−w sin θγ1γ3 − 1
2
cos θγ2γ3 + i
re−w
4
(v′a+ a′) sin θγ013
]
+
gr sin θ√
6
P s(σs)
j
i γ3
}
ǫj = 0 (2.2.11)
{
δ ji
[
∂ψ − 1
2
e−w cos θγ1γ4 +
1
2
sin θγ2γ4 + i
re−w
4
(v′a+ a′) cos θγ014
]
+
gr cos θ√
6
P s(σs)
j
i γ4
}
ǫj = 0 (2.2.12)
At this point, using (A.0.6) and the SU(2) projection as in (A.0.8), we can
rewrite the algebraic relations in (2.2.6) as(
ie−wq′Xγ1 − ig
√
3
2
aKXγ0 −
√
3
2
gKX
)(
gZXδ
i
j + 2iR
s
ZX(σs)
i
j
)
ǫi = 0
(2.2.13)
We will make use of the above expression in the following.
2.2.1 Integrability conditions
Now we want to discuss the integrability of the gravitini equations in order to ensure
the existence of a Killing spinor (i.e of residual supersymmetry). The standard
procedure is to impose the vanishing of the various commutators. In this way one
obtains equations that combined with the hyperini ones determine the unknown
functions in the ansatz and impose restrictions on the geometry (gauging). We find
it useful to adopt the following notation: given the vector P s s = 1, 2, 3 we introduce
the phase ~Q so that ~Q · ~Q = 1 and use the decomposition of the vector into its norm
and phase
~P =
√
3
2
W ~Q . (2.2.14)
We find four independent2 integrability conditions that we list below:
from the commutators between the BPS equations (2.2.10), (2.2.11) and (2.2.12) we
obtain {
iγ0
[
1− e−2w − r
2e−2w
4
(v′a+ a′)2 + g2r2W 2
]
δ ji
2Symmetry arguments show that the angular equations lead to only one independent condition.
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+
[
re−2w
(
v′a+ a′
)]
δ ji + γ1
[
ge−wr2
(
v′a+ a′
)
WQs
]
(σs)
j
i
}
ǫj = 0
(2.2.15)
The commutators between (2.2.8) and the angular components give the conditions{
γ0
[
v′e−w − g2ewrW 2] δ ji − igr(v′a+ a′)WQs(σs) ji γ1 − i(v′a+ a′)e−wδ ji }ǫj = 0
(2.2.16)
The commutators between (2.2.9) and the angular components give{
− i
2
g(v′a+ a′)rWQs(σs)
j
i γ0 +
[
1
2
− w′e−w − g
2
2
ewrW 2
]
γ1δ
j
i
+
g
2
rq′XDX (WQs) (σs)
j
i +
i
4
∂r
[
re−w(v′a+ a′)
]
γ0γ1δ
j
i
}
ǫj = 0 (2.2.17)
Finally the commutator between (2.2.8) and (2.2.9) gives{
igq′XDX
(√
3
2
evaWQs
)
(σs)
j
i − γ0
g
2
evq′XDX(WQs)(σs)
j
i
+γ1
[
i
v′
2
ev−w(v′a+ a′)δ ji −
i
2
∂r
(
ev−w(v′a+ a′)
)
δ ji
]
+γ0γ1δ
j
i
[
1
2
g2ev+wW 2 + ev−w
1
2
(v′a+ a′)2 − 1
2
∂r(v
′ev−w)
]}
ǫj = 0
(2.2.18)
We begin with the study of the equation in (2.2.15). Unless all coefficients vanish
it can be written as
(if0γ0δ
k
l + f
r(σr)
k
l γ1)ǫk = ǫl (2.2.19)
where
f r = −gewrWQr (2.2.20)
f0 = −1− e
−2w − r2e−2w4 (v′a+ a′)2 + g2r2W 2
re−2w(v′a+ a′)
(2.2.21)
The Killing equation in (2.2.19), viewed as a projector equation, leads to the con-
sistency requirement
(f0)2 +
∑
r
(f r)2 = 1 (2.2.22)
Now we compare the above results with the content from the hyperini equation in
(2.2.13). Starting from (2.2.13), multiplying by the projectorKZ˜δ
j
i −2iRsZ˜XKX(σs)
j
i
and symmetrizing in Z, Z˜, we obtain[(
KZKZ˜ + 4K
XKYRrZXR
s
Z˜Y
δrs
)[
aγ0δ
j
i − iδ ji
]
−
(√
2
3
e−w
g
q′XgX(ZKZ˜)δ
j
i
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+2
√
2
3
i
e−w
g
q′XRr(Z|X|KZ˜)(σr)
j
i − 2
√
2
3
i
e−w
g
q′XgX(ZRrZ˜)YK
Y (σr)
j
i
+4
√
2
3
e−w
g
q′XRr(Z|Y |R
s
Z˜)X
KY
(
δrsδ
j
i + iǫrst(σr)
j
i
))
γ1
]
ǫj = 0 (2.2.23)
The above equation is compatible with (2.2.19) only if the conditions
q′X(gX(ZKZ˜) − 4RrX(ZRsZ˜)YKY δrs) = 0 (2.2.24)
are satisfied. If this is the case then (2.2.23) becomes[
−iaγ0δ ji − 2
√
2
3
e−wq′X
U r
XZZ˜
g(KZKZ˜ + 4K
TKYRrZTR
s
Z˜Y
δrs)
γ1(σ
r) ji
]
ǫj = ǫj
(2.2.25)
with
U r
XZZ˜
≡ Rr(Z|X|KZ˜) − gX(ZRrZ˜)YKY + 2RtX(ZRsZ˜)YKY ǫtsr (2.2.26)
The second term in (2.2.25) must be independent of Z and Z˜, so that one obtains
q′X
U r
XZZ˜
KZKZ˜ + 4K
TKYRtZTR
s
Z˜Y
δts
= − q
′XDXP r
|K|2 = −
√
3
2
gew
2
f r (2.2.27)
The above equations have important consequences for the geometry of the moduli
space; we will discuss them in the next section.
At this point from the angular integrability condition and the hyperini super-
symmetry variation we have√
3
2
g2e2wrWQr = −2q
′XDXP r
|K|2 (2.2.28)
f0 = −a (2.2.29)
The above result and the relation in (2.2.22) fix f r to be
f r = ±
√
1− a2Qr (2.2.30)
In addition from the vector relation3 (2.2.28) we have
q′XDXQr = 0 (2.2.31)
gew|K|2
√
1− a2 = ±2W ′ (2.2.32)
3QrQr = 1 implies (DXQ
r)Qr = 0.
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If we use (2.2.29) and (2.2.30) in (2.2.21) and (2.2.20) then we find√
1− a2 = ∓gewrW (2.2.33)
a =
1− e−2w − r2e−2w4 (v′a+ a′)2 + g2r2W 2
re−2w(v′a+ a′)
(2.2.34)
Finally inserting (2.2.33) into (2.2.34) we obtain
1 = a2e−2w
[
1 +
r
2
(
v′ +
a′
a
)]2
(2.2.35)
We postpone the discussion of the other consistency conditions and analyze next
the implications of what we have just found for the geometric structure of the moduli
space.
2.2.2 Geometric restrictions
Now we want to consider the equations in (2.2.24) and (2.2.27) and show that they
determine the space-time r-dependence of the scalars, i.e. of all the quantities that
enter in the description of the quaternionic geometry like the prepotential P r and
the Killing vectors. In order to elucidate their meaning in a transparent manner it
is convenient to proceed as follows. First a double contraction of (2.2.24) with the
Killing vector leads to q′XKX = 0. Then using this result and contracting (2.2.24)
with KZ one obtains
q′Z = ±3gew
√
1− a2∂ZW (2.2.36)
The above equation is quite important: it describes the path in the moduli space
associated to the BPS solution. It shows explicitly that, if we exclude the case
a2 = 1, the condition to have a fixed point is ∂ZW = 0 which corresponds to a local
minimum of the potential as observed in [20].
From (2.2.36) using q′ZWZ =W ′ we obtain
|q′|2 = ±3gew
√
1− a2W ′ (2.2.37)
The contraction of (2.2.24) with q′Z gives
|q′|2KZ = 2
√
6δrsq
′XRrXZQ
sW ′ (2.2.38)
Acting now with KZ one obtains
|K|2|q′|2 = 6W ′2 (2.2.39)
(2.2.39) together with (2.2.37) gives again (cfr 2.2.32)
|q′|2 = 3
2
|K|2g2e2w(1− a2) (2.2.40)
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which is in agreement with the fact that the Killing vector KX has to be null at the
fixed point. Using (2.2.40) and (2.2.36) in (2.2.38) one easily obtains
KZ = 2
√
6δrsQ
rRsXZ∂XW (2.2.41)
Now we consider (2.2.27) rewritten as
|K|2q′XU r
XZZ˜
= −
[
KZKZ˜ + 4K
TKYRtZTR
s
Z˜Y
δts
]
q′XDXP r (2.2.42)
Contracting with KZ˜ and using KXDXP
s = 0 (as follows from the definition
(A.0.12)) we obtain
K2q′XRsZX = −
√
3
2
W ′QsKZ − 3WW ′QtDZQrǫtrs (2.2.43)
Moreover contracting (2.2.42) with q′Z˜ and using (2.2.39) we find
|q′|2∂ZW = q′ZW ′ (2.2.44)
(which can be obtained also from (2.2.40) and (2.2.41)) and
|q′|2WDZQr + 2RtZXW ′q′XQsǫtsr = 0 (2.2.45)
which after use of (2.2.43) gives (2.2.39).
Note that (A.0.12) gives
KZ = −4
3
RrZXDXP
r (2.2.46)
so that (2.2.41) can be written as
KZ =
√
6WRrXZDXQr (2.2.47)
Finally the contraction of (2.2.43) with Qrǫsrt gives
3WW ′DZQt = |K|2Qrq′XRsZXǫsrt (2.2.48)
Note that from (2.2.36) and (2.2.37) we also have
|∂W |2 = |K|
2
6
(2.2.49)
Let us collect the main results:
q′Z = ±3gew
√
1− a2∂ZW (2.2.50)
|K|2|q′|2 = 6W ′2 (2.2.51)
|q′|2KZ = 2
√
6δrsq
′XRrXZQ
sW ′ (2.2.52)
KZ = 2
√
6δrsQ
rRsXZ∂XW (2.2.53)
K2q′XRsZX = −
√
3
2
W ′QsKZ − 3WW ′QtDZQrǫ str (2.2.54)
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From the above relations it follows
|q′|2 = 3
2
|K|2g2e2w(1− a2) (2.2.55)
KZ =
√
6WRrXZDXQr (2.2.56)
|∂W |2 = |K|
2
6
(2.2.57)
3WW ′DZQt = |K|2Qrq′XRsZXǫsrt (2.2.58)
KXq
′X = 0 (2.2.59)
Now it is straightforward to verify that these conditions solve (2.2.24), (2.2.27) and
(2.2.13) identically. Finally we note that (2.2.59) gives
q′XDXQr = 0 (2.2.60)
It is interesting and not at all obvious that (2.2.36) and the other relations we have
found in this section look like a simple generalization of those obtained for flat
domain wall solutions (where the gauge fields are zero). This is suggestive of an
underlying general structure, independent of the form of the space-time solution.
2.2.3 Further restrictions
The equations obtained in the previous subsection are quite general. Now we have
to consider the other integrability conditions together with (2.2.19). We start from
(2.2.16): it is easy to show that either all the coefficients vanish or it must be
equivalent to (2.2.19). The first case reduces to the case in which all the coefficients
of (2.2.19) vanish. The second case is verified when the following conditions are true:
f0 = −v
′ − g2e2wrW 2
(v′a+ a′)
(2.2.61)
f r = −gewrWQr (2.2.62)
Other consequences of (2.2.16) are the following:
from (2.2.61) and (2.2.21) we find
1 + 2g2r2W 2 +
r2e−2w
4
[
v′2 − (v′a+ a′)2
]
=
(
1 +
r
2
v′
)2
e−2w (2.2.63)
while inserting (2.2.33) into (2.2.61) we obtain
a =
rv′ − 1 + a2
r(v′a+ a′)
(2.2.64)
Now we consider the integrability condition (2.2.17): by means of (2.2.19) we
obtain the equations4
gr(v′a+ a′)W + garW ′ ∓ 1
2
√
1− a2∂r[re−w(v′a+ a′)] = 0 (2.2.65)
4These two equations give again the condition (2.2.60).
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∓gr(v′a+ a′)
√
1− a2W − aw′e−w − g2aewrW 2 + 1
2
∂r[re
−w(v′a+ a′)] = 0
(2.2.66)
Similarly from (2.2.18) we have
∓
√
1− a2Qs
[
1
2
g2ev+wW 2 +
1
2
ev−w(v′a+ a′)2 − 1
2
∂r(v
′ev−w)
]
− g2aq′XDX
(√
3
2
evaP s
)
+
g
2
evW ′Qs = 0 (2.2.67)
∓g
√
1− a2evW ′ + aev∂r
[
e−w
(
v′a+ a′
)]
+ g2ev+wW 2
+ ev−w
(
v′a+ a′
)2 − ∂r(v′ev−w) = 0 (2.2.68)
In the next section we analyze the system of first order differential equations
obtained above.
2.3 Static BPS configurations
Let us begin with equation (2.2.64) from which we easily obtain
ev =
r
r0
√
1− a2 (2.3.1)
where r0 is an integration constant. Using (2.2.33) this can be rewritten as
1 = ∓gr0Wev+w (2.3.2)
We focus on the equations derived in the previous section to obtain a set of
independent ones. We start with the equation (2.2.65). Using (2.3.1) we find
∂r
(
gaevW ∓ r
2r0
e−w(v′a+ a′)
)
= 0 (2.3.3)
It is straightforward to verify that (2.3.3) is satisfied by (2.3.2) and (2.2.35). Thus
(2.2.65) is identically satisfied.
Now we turn to the analysis of the equation (2.2.66). Using
rv′a+ ra′ = a− ra
′
a2 − 1 (2.3.4)
it becomes
∂r
(
ae−w +
1
2
re−w(v′a+ a′)
)
= 0 (2.3.5)
which is solved by (2.2.35). Thus we conclude that the equation (2.2.66) is identically
satisfied. We notice that also the equation (2.2.63) is identically satisfied. Indeed
(2.2.35) gives
1− r
2
4
e−2w(v′a+ a′)2 = a2e−2w + ae−2wr(v′a+ a′) (2.3.6)
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Inserting this expression into (2.2.63) we obtain
2g2r2W 2 − e−2w(1 + rv′) + ae−2wr(v′a+ a′) + a2e−2w = 0 (2.3.7)
Using (2.2.33) in the first term and multiplying by e2w we have
1− a2 − rv′ + ar(v′a+ a′) = 0 (2.3.8)
which is equivalent to (2.3.1).
In a similar way we can study the equation (2.2.68). If we use (2.2.33) in the
first term of (2.2.68) we have
g2ev+wrWW ′ + g2ev+wW 2 + aev∂r
(
e−w
(
v′a+ a′
))
+ ev−w
(
v′a+ a′
)2 − ∂r(v′ev−w) = 0 (2.3.9)
This can be rewritten in the form
g2ev+wrWW ′ + g2ev+wW 2 + ∂r(aev−w(v′a+ a′)− v′ev−w) = 0 (2.3.10)
If we now multiply by r and then add and subtract the quantity ev−w(a(v′a+a′)−v′)
and finally use (2.3.8) we find
g2
ev+w
2
∂r(r
2W 2)− ev−w(a(v′a+ a′)− v′) + ∂r(ev−w(a2 − 1)) = 0 (2.3.11)
Now we use g2r2W 2 = (1− a2)e−2w and obtain
ev+w
2
∂r[(1− a2)e−2w]− ev−w(a(v′a+ a′)− v′) + ∂r(ev−w(a2 − 1)) = 0 (2.3.12)
This shows that (2.2.68) is identically satisfied.
At the end we consider the equation (2.2.67). Using (2.2.14) we have
±
√
1− a2
[
1
2
g2ev+wW 2 +
1
2
ev−w
(
v′a+ a′
)2 − 1
2
∂r
(
v′ev−w
)]
+
3
2
ga∂r (ae
vW ) +
g
2
evW ′ = 0 (2.3.13)
By means of (2.2.68) this can be written as
− 3ga∂r (aevW ) + ga2evW ′ ± a
√
1− a2ev∂r
(
e−w
(
v′a+ a′
))
= 0 (2.3.14)
From (2.2.33) we have ∓gW = √1− a2 e−wr so that
± gW ′ = aa
′
√
1− a2
e−w
r
+
√
1− a2
r2
e−w −
√
1− a2
r
∂re
−w (2.3.15)
and then
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gaevW ′ ±
√
1− a2ev∂r(e−w(v′a+ a′)) =
± v
′a
r
√
1− a2ev−w ∓ a
r
√
1− a2ev∂re−w ±
√
1− a2ev∂r
(
e−w
(
v′a+ a′
))
= ±
√
1− a2
r
(
rev∂r(e
−w(v′a+ a′)) + evv′ae−w − aev∂re−w
)
= ±
√
1− a2
r
ev
(−a∂re−w − e−wa′ + ∂r(re−w(v′a+ a′)))
= ∓
√
1− a2
r
ev∂r
(
ae−w − re−w(v′a+ a′)) = ∓ 3
r0
∂r
(
ae−w
)
(2.3.16)
where in the last step we have used (2.2.35) and (2.3.1).
Then using e
−w
r0
= ∓gRevW we see that (2.3.14) is identically satisfied.
In the next section we verify that BPS solutions we have obtained so far satisfy
the equations of motion.
2.4 Equations of motion
The equations of motion of our system are given by
−ev−w∂r(v′ev−w)− 3v
′
r
e2(v−w) + e2(v−w)(v′a+ a′)2 + 4g2e2vW 2
− 1
2
g2e2v|K|2 + 3
2
g2e2v |K|2a2 = 0 (2.4.1)
ew−v∂r(v′ev−w)− 3
r
w′ + |q′|2 − (v′a+ a′)2 − 1
2
e2w(8g2W 2 + g2|K|2) = 0
(2.4.2)
re−2w
(
v′ −w′)− 2(1− e−2w)+ 1
2
r2e−2w
(
v′a+ a′
)2
+
2
3
r2
(
−6g2W 2 + 3
4
g2|K|2
)
= 0 (2.4.3)
aevKXq
′X = 0 (2.4.4)
e−(v+w)r−3∂r
(
r3ev−wq′Z
)
− 1
2
∂ZgXY e
−2wq′Xq′Y
+
3
4
g2a2∂Z |K|2 − ∂Z
(
−6g2W 2 + 3
4
g2|K|2
)
= 0
(2.4.5)
3e−2w(v′a+ a′) + r∂r(e−w(v′a+ a′)) = graew|K|2 (2.4.6)
ge−2wKXq′X = 0 (2.4.7)
where (2.4.1), (2.4.2), (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) are the Einstein equations, (2.4.5) is the
equation for the scalar fields and (2.4.6), (2.4.7) are the Maxwell equations.
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First we observe that both (2.4.4) and (2.4.7) are an immediate consequence of
(2.2.59). Then we consider the sum of (2.4.1) and (2.4.2). Multiplying by e2(v−w)
and using (2.2.55) we obtain
g2|K|2 = 2e
−2w
r
(v′ + w′) . (2.4.8)
This is solved by (2.3.2), (2.2.33) and (2.2.32).
It is straightforward to check that all the equations are indeed satisfied:
Equation (2.4.1) is solved using (2.4.8), (2.3.9), (2.3.2), (2.2.33), (2.2.35) and (2.3.1).
Equation (2.4.3) is solved by (2.4.8) and (2.2.63).
Equation (2.4.5) is solved using (2.2.50), (2.4.8), (2.2.57), (2.2.33) and (2.3.1).
Finally (2.4.6) is solved by (2.2.35) and (2.4.8).
2.5 The Universal Hypermultiplet case
Now we collect the set of first order differential equations obtained by the BPS
conditions:
1 = a2e−2w
[
1 +
r
2
(
v′ +
a′
a
)]2
(2.5.1)
ev =
r
r0
√
1− a2 (2.5.2)√
1− a2 = ∓gewrW (2.5.3)
q′Z = ±3gew
√
1− a2∂ZW (2.5.4)
It is easy to reduce the above system to
q
′Z = −31−a2r ∂Z lnW
1− a2 = g24
(
3a+ r a
′
1−a2
)2
r2W 2
(2.5.5)
(2.5.2) and (2.5.3) simply define v and w respectively in terms of a and of the scalars,
hence as functions of r.
In this form our problem is analogous to the domain-wall case: the main differ-
ence is that now the two differential equations are coupled equations and therefore
finding an explicit solution is more involved. To solve (2.5.5) we have to specifyW as
a function of the scalars qX i.e we have to choose which isometry of the quaternionic
manifold represents the action of the U(1) gauge symmetry. As we have already
argued in the previous sections the most interesting configurations are obtained for
isometries in the isotropy group of some point of the quaternionic manifold. By
definition this choice corresponds to a fixed point solution i.e one with asymptotic
constant scalars. For (supersymmetric) black hole solutions it implies the existence
of an horizon. The scale invariance appearing in the near-horizon limit gives rise to
the enhancement of the unbroken supersymmetry associated to a fixed point.
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In fact the configurations that have the most relevant role in the AdS/CFT
correspondence are the ones with two fixed points: this type of solutions should
describe a RG flow between two different CFT’s defined on the boundary of the
five dimensional space-time. For black hole solutions this means that the space-time
is maximally symmetric in the r → ∞ limit (for example AdS). Since as shown
in [72], in order to obtain such configurations one needs the introduction of vector
multiplets, we postpone the study of black hole configurations to future work.5
Here, as an example, we construct an explicit solution of the BPS equations
in the case of a nH = 1 hypermultiplet, i.e. the so called universal hypermulti-
plet. However, this simple example is important because this hypermultiplet (which
contains the Calabi-Yau volume) appears in any Calabi-Yau compactification. We
adopt for this manifold the notations and the coordinate system of [20]. The main
properties of this space are reviewed in the appendix A. For simplicity we make the
following choices for the gauged isometry and the graviphoton:
K ≡ ~k1 =


0
1
0
0

 (2.5.6)
a′ ≡ 0 (2.5.7)
The Killing vector ~k1 has a simple interpretation: it represents the translation
of the axionic scalar (σ in our notations). This solution has been already considered
in [27]6. We remark that since ~k1 is not in the isotropy group of any point of the
manifold, the presence of fixed points is excluded. In general it is easy to see that
fixed point solutions are ruled out by the assumption a′ = 0.
We observe that, being the superpotential for ~k1, W~k1 = ∓
√
2
3
1
4V , the only dy-
namical scalar is V . The others are space-time constants and can be set consistently
equal to zero. Imposing (2.5.6) and (2.5.7) the system (2.5.5) becomes{
V ′ = 61−a
2
r V
1−a2
a2
= 332
( gr
V
)2 (2.5.8)
Since the metric of the quaternionic manifold (A.0.19) in our parametrization is
singular for V = 0 we restrict ourselves to the branch V > 0. From (2.5.8) it follows
that the scalar V has the form
V = C rΛ (2.5.9)
with C and Λ = 6(1 − a2) fixed, by consistency with (2.5.8), to be
Λ = 1 (2.5.10)
C =
√
3
32
√
a2
1− a2 g (2.5.11)
5The results presented in the ch.3 furnish the instruments to affort it.
6As discussed in section 2.2 in [27] a mistake affects the calculations; however the final solution
has the right functional form.
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that in particular gives a =
√
5
6 . At the end we find
V =
√
15
32
gr (2.5.12)
and using (2.5.2) and (2.5.3)
ev =
√
6
r
r0
(2.5.13)
ew =
√
15
8
(2.5.14)
Rescaling the time coordinate t by the constant
√
6
r0
the space-time metric and the
electrostatic potential become
ds2 = −r2dt2 + 15
8
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 + cos2 θdψ2) (2.5.15)
At =
√
5
4
r (2.5.16)
We notice that as expected the gauging constant g appears only in the quaternionic
scalar while the other space-time quantities do not depend on it.
2.6 Discussion and Outlook
Here we have presented electrostatic spherical BPS (N = 1) solutions in N = 2
gauged supergravity in five dimensions with hypermultiplet couplings. In particular
we have discussed the possibility of finding (extreme) black-hole solutions. Although
we study BPS solutions following the “traditional” way i.e fixing an ansatz of interest
we get general indications useful for the program of this thesis. The main results we
have obtained can be summarized as follows: first of all we have derived the BPS
equations in a general setting, going beyond special cases treated previously with
restrictive ansatz [27].
Then we have discussed the structure of the integrability conditions and in par-
ticular of the hyperini equations. We have obtained relations which appear to be a
generalization of those found in [20] for flat domain walls. This result is somewhat
surprising since our ansatz is quite different from the one in [20]. In addition we
have considered a configuration with a non-vanishing gauge field whose presence
complicates considerably the structure of the equations.
We have verified that our BPS solutions satisfy the equations of motion.
The above results leave much space for further studies. First of all it would
be interesting to explore if and under which conditions the structure found for the
hyperini equation is maintained when more general ansatz are considered and vector
multiplets are introduced. These two points will discussed in the following chapters.
In these general settings one would like to explore the existence of black hole solutions
leading to nontrivial RG flows.
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Finally it would be interesting to consider such explicit solutions and extend
them to non extreme black holes along the lines of what has been done for the case
of vector multiplets [73].
These open problems are currently under investigation.
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Chapter 3
The addition of vector
multiplets
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we generalize what it has been done in [28], with the introduction
of an arbitrary number of vector multiplets considering only abelian gauge groups
(U(1)nV +1). This extention is necessary to consider configurations with two fixed
points and it can be useful to understand which new features arise when considering
charged solutions in presence of both hypermultiplet and vector multiplet couplings.
We derive integrability conditions for this case using the same ansatz of [28] for
the metric and for the gauge fields and study them together with the hyperini and
gaugini equations. As for the flat domain configurations of [20] we obtain that the
BPS conditions ensure the stability of the potential as shown in [67],[74] and that
the supersymmetric flow equations are controlled by the superpotential W . The set
of differential equations we get has a structure analogous to the sub-case nV = 0
treated in the previous chapter: in particular we find also for the scalars of very
special geometry the behavior ϕ′Λ ∝ ∂ΛW (where with this notation we indicate
generically all the scalars) as in [20].1. We explicitly show that the BPS conditions
satisfy the equations of motion (to not tire the reader the calculations are given
in the appendix). At the end we present a preliminary discussion of the possible
applications of our results.
3.2 The model and its BPS equations
We consider N=2 supergravity in five dimensions with an arbitrary number of hy-
permultiplets and vector multiplets. The field content of the theory is the following:
1As it will be emphasized later on, the factor of proportionality is not longer the same for vector
multiplet and hypermultiplet scalars.
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• the supergravity multiplet
{eaµ , ψαiµ , A0µ} (3.2.1)
containing the graviton eaµ, two gravitini ψ
αi
µ and the graviphoton A
0
µ;
• nH hypermultiplets
{ζA , qX} (3.2.2)
containing the hyperini ζA with A = 1, 2, . . . , 2nH , and the scalars q
X with
X = 1, 2, . . . , 4nH which define a quaternionic Kahler manifold with metric
gXY ;
• the vector multiplet
{AIˆµ , λai , φx} (3.2.3)
containing nV gaugini λ
ia , a = 1, . . . , nV with spin
1
2 , nV real scalars φ
x,
x = 1, . . . , nV which define a very special manifold and nV gauge vectors A
Iˆ
µ ,
Iˆ = 1 . . . , nV . Usually the graviphoton is included by taking I = 0 . . . nV .
The bosonic sector of the gauged Lagrangian density is given by [5]
LBOS =
1
2
e{R − 1
2
aIJF
I
µνF
Jµν − gXYDµqXDµqY − gxyDµφxDµφy − 2g2V(q, φ)}
+
1
6
√
6
ǫµνρστCIJKF
I
µνF
J
ρσA
K
τ (3.2.4)
with
Dµq
X = ∂µq
X + gAIµK
X
I (q)
Dµφ
x = ∂µφ
x + gAIµK
x
I (φ)
where KXI (q), K
x
I (φ) are the Killing vector on the quaternionic and the very special
real manifold respectively and V(q, φ) is the scalar potential as given in Appendix.
At this point we concentrate our attention to abelian case: this implies (see sect.
1.4.2) that the action of the gauge group is non trivial only on the quaternionic
manifold while scalars of vector multiplet are uncharged under it. This means that
Dµφ
x ≡ ∂µφx and the existence of any isometry for the very special geometry is not
required. Then the variations of the fermions for abelian gauge symmetry U(1)nV +1
reduce to:
for the gravitini
δǫψµi = ∂µǫi +
1
4
ωabµ γabǫi − ∂µqXp jXi ǫj + gAIµP jIi ǫj
+
i
4
√
6
(γµνρ − 4gµνγρ)hIF Iνρǫi − i√
6
ghIP jIi γµǫj = 0 (3.2.5)
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for gaugini [
−iφ′xe−wγ1δ ji − 2ighIxP sI (σs) ji
+
√
3
2
e−whxI
(
v′aI + aI
′)
γ01δ
j
i
]
ǫj = 0 (3.2.6)
and for hyperini
fAiX
[
−iq′Xe−wγ1 + i
√
3
2
gaIKXI γ0 +
√
3
2
ghIKXI
]
ǫi = 0 (3.2.7)
where we have set φ′x := ∂rφx and q′X := ∂rqX .2
As already explained at the begining, we want to consider the direct general-
ization of the problem considered in the chap.2 We look for electrostatic spherical
solutions that preserve half of the N = 2 supersymmetries. We choose the same
metric of the previous chapter, which is SO(4) symmetric with all the other fields
that only depend on the holographic space-time coordinate r. Moreover we fix the
gauge for the gauge fields keeping only the AIt component different from zero.
Introducing spherical coordinates (t, r, θ, φ, ψ) we write
ds2 = −e2vdt2 + e2wdr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 + cos2 θdψ2) (3.2.8)
where the functions v and w depend on r only.
We parametrize the vector fields as
AIt =
√
3
2
aI(r)ev (3.2.9)
so that
A′It =
√
3
2
(
v′aI + aI
′)
ev (3.2.10)
3.2.1 Integrability conditions
We now consider the BPS equations for the gravitini: their integrability condition
is the vanishing of their commutators; using the general formulas in [35] one finds
only four independent commutators{[
−1
2
∂r(v
′ev−w) +
1
2
ev−w(v′a+ a′)2 +
g2
2
ev+wW 2
]
γ0γ1δ
j
i
−
√
3
2
igev(v′aI + aI
′
)P sI (σs)
j
i −
√
3
2
igevaID˜rP
s
I (σs)
j
i −
g√
6
evD˜rP
s(σs)
j
i γ0
2This notation applies to all the quantities with the only exception of aI for which we explicitly
define a′ ≡ (∂raI)hI . This choice is motivated by the aim to be manifest the similarities with the
case nV = 0.
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−
[
i
2
∂r(e
−w(v′a+ a′))evδ ji + g
2ev+waIhJP rI P
s
J ǫ
t
rs (σt)
j
i
]
γ1
}
ǫj = 0 (3.2.11)
{[
−1
2
v′ev−2w +
g2
2
revW 2
]
γ0δ
j
i +
ig√
6
rev−w(v′a+ a′)P s(σs)
j
i γ1
+
[
i
2
ev−2w(v′a+ a′)δ ji + g
2revaIhJP rI P
s
J ǫrst(σ
t) ji
]}
ǫj = 0 (3.2.12)
{[
1
2
∂r(e
−w)− g
2
2
rewW 2
]
γ1δ
j
i +
i
4
∂r
[
re−w(v′a+ a′)
]
γ0γ1δ
j
i
− ig√
6
r(v′a+ a′)P s(σs)
j
i γ0 +
ig√
6
rD˜rP
s(σs)
j
i
}
ǫj = 0 (3.2.13)
{
1
2
[
1− e−2w − r
2e−2w
4
(v′a+ a′)2 +
2
3
g2r2W 2
]
δ ji +
i
2
re−2w(v′a+ a′)δ ji γ0
+
ig√
6
r2e−w(v′a+ a′)P s(σs)
j
i γ0γ1
}
sin θǫj = 0 (3.2.14)
with the scalar derivative defined as
D˜µ = ∂µφ
′x∂x + ∂µq′XDX
Here we have defined a := hIa
I and a′ := hIaI
′
.
3.2.2 Matter field conditions: Hyperini equation
Now we compare the information coming from the integrability condition with the
supersymmetric variation of the matter fermions. We consider first the equation for
the hyperini. Assuming that
re−2w(v′a+ a′) 6= 0 (3.2.15)
we can rewrite (3.2.14) in the form
(if0γ0δ
k
l + f
r(σr)
k
l γ1)ǫk = ǫl (3.2.16)
with
f r = −grewWQr (3.2.17)
f0 = −
1− e−2w −
(
re−w
2 (v
′a+ a′)
)2
+ g2r2W 2
re−2w(v′a+ a′)
(3.2.18)
Also if we define Λ = −f0 we have
f r = ±
√
1− Λ2Qr (3.2.19)
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Put in (3.2.7) and using (A.0.6) we have
[iAδ kl +B
s(σs)
k
l ]γ1ǫk = [Cδ
k
l + iD
s(σs)
k
l ]ǫk (3.2.20)
with
A = +
1
2
q′Ze−wf0 +
√
3
2
gaIDZP sI fs (3.2.21)
Bs = +
1
2
√
3
2
gaIKZI f
s − q′XRsZXe−wf0 −
√
3
2
gaIDZPrftǫ
rts (3.2.22)
C =
1
2
√
3
2
aIKZI g +
1
2
√
3
2
f0gKZ (3.2.23)
Ds =
√
3
2
gaIDZP sI + g
√
3
2
hIDZP sI f
0 (3.2.24)
It is now easy to see that this condition is not compatible with (3.2.16) so that one
must put A = Bs = C = Ds = 0 that is
q′Ze−wΛ =
√
6gaIDZP sI fs (3.2.25)
q′XRsZXe
−wΛ = −1
2
√
3
2
gaIKZI f
s +
√
3
2
gaIDZPIrftǫ
rts (3.2.26)
aIKZI = K
ZΛ (3.2.27)
aIDZP sI = h
IDZP sI Λ (3.2.28)
Using (3.2.27) and (3.2.28) in (3.2.25) and (3.2.26) we find
q′Z = ±3gew
√
1− Λ2∂ZW (3.2.29)
q′XRsZXe
−w = ∓
√
1− Λ2
√
3
2
g
(
1
2
KZQs +
√
3
2
WDZQrQtǫ
rst
)
(3.2.30)
After contraction of (3.2.30) with KZ we obtain√
3
2
g2re2wWQr = −2q
′XDXP r
|K|2 (3.2.31)
which gives
q′XDXQr = 0 (3.2.32)
gew|K|2
√
1− Λ2 = ±2q′X∂XW (3.2.33)
Also (3.2.18) and (3.2.17) can be rewritten as√
1− Λ2 = ∓grewW (3.2.34)
Λ =
1− e−2w −
(
re−w
2 (v
′a+ a′)
)2
+ g2r2W 2
re−2w(v′a+ a′)
(3.2.35)
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Using (3.2.34) in (3.2.35) we obtain
1 = Λ2e−2w
[
1 +
r
2Λ
(v′a+ a′)
]2
(3.2.36)
If we use (3.2.33) in (3.2.30), the last one becomes
K2q′XRsZX = −q′X∂XW
(√
3
2
QsKZ + 3WQ
tDZQ
rǫ str
)
(3.2.37)
Many other relations, which will be useful to check the equations of motion,
follow from (3.2.29), (3.2.32), (3.2.33) and (3.2.37):
|K|2|q′|2 = 6 (q′X∂XW )2 (3.2.38)
|q′|2KZ = 2
√
6δrsq
′XRrXZQ
sq′Y ∂YW (3.2.39)
KZ = 2
√
6δrsQ
rRsXZ∂XW (3.2.40)
|q′|2 = 3
2
|K|2g2e2w(1− Λ2) (3.2.41)
KZ =
√
6WRrXZDXQr (3.2.42)
|∂W |2 = |K|
2
6
(3.2.43)
3Wq′X∂XWDZQt = |K|2Qrq′XRsZXǫsrt (3.2.44)
3.2.3 Matter field conditions: Gaugini equation
Next let us consider gaugini: using (3.2.16) to replace γ0ǫ in (3.2.6) one easily obtains
Λφ′x +
√
3
2
hxI (v
′aI + a′I) = 0 (3.2.45)
2gΛhxIP sI −
√
3
2
e−whxI (v
′aI + aI′)f s = 0 (3.2.46)
which gives
φ′xf s = −2gewhxIP sI (3.2.47)
and using
hIxP
s
I = −
3
2
∂x(WQ
s) (3.2.48)
one finally has
∂xQ
s = 0 (3.2.49)
±
√
1− Λ2φ′x = 3gewgxy∂yW (3.2.50)√
6gΛ∂xW = ∓e−whxI (v′aI + a′I)
√
1− Λ2 (3.2.51)
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We can rewrite the information on the scalars in a compact way defining
ϕΣ =
{
φx for Σ = 1, ..., nV
qX for Σ = nV + 1, ..., nV + 4nH
as
D˜rQ
s = 0 (3.2.52)
ϕ′Λ = ±3gew (1− Λ2) 12∆ gΛΣ∂ΣW (3.2.53)
with
(3.2.54)
∆ =
{
−1 for Λ = 1, ..., nV
1 for Λ = nV + 1, ..., nV + 4nH
(3.2.55)
where gΛΣ is simply the product metric.
Let me discuss the consequences of the above relations. First of all a strong
similarity with the domain wall case [20] emerges again: this observation is a not
trivial because the two configurations are quite different and it suggests that it
should be possible to obtain a very general insight on BPS solutions in presence of
generic matter couplings. To be more specific in the two situations it happens that
the phase of prepotential Qr do not depend on the vector multiplet scalars: under
this condition the potential V(q, φ) reduces the form that has been put forward for
gravitational stability
V = −6W 2 + 9
2
gΛΣ∂ΛW∂ΣW (3.2.56)
It is easy to see that in this case critical points of W are also critical points of V.
Furthermore we find that ϕΛ ∝ ∂ΛW but now the gauge interaction distinguishes
between charged qX and uncharged φx via the factor 1−Λ2. At we end we want to
underline the importance of (3.2.45) that practically gives the component of the field
strength on hIx and with (2.2.64) determines it as a vector of special geometry. This
information will be crucial to check whether BPS solutions satisfy the equations of
motion.
3.2.4 Further restrictions
As usual we have to compare the previous information with the information coming
from the other integrability conditions. Let us consider equation (3.2.12): it is easy
to show that or all the coefficients vanish or it must be equivalent to (3.2.16). The
first case reduces to the case in which all the coefficients of (3.2.14) vanish. The
second case occurs when the following conditions are true:
f0 = −v
′ − g2re2wW 2
v′a+ a′
(3.2.57)
f r = −grewWQr (3.2.58)
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with aIP rI parallel to h
JP rJ
aIP rI = β(r)h
JP rJ (3.2.59)
for some function β.
From the properties of very special geometry reviewed in the section 1.2.1 the
modulus of vector hI can be chosen hIh
I = 1 so the set (hI , hIx) is a base for the
nV + 1−dimensional space with hIhIx = 0. Then this relation holds
aI = ahI + lxhIx (3.2.60)
Using the above decomposition in (3.2.28) and (3.2.59) we get{
(a− Λ)DZP r = −lxDZP rx
(a− β)P r = −lxP rx
(3.2.61)
remembering the BPS demand ∂xQ
r = 0 gives

β = Λ
a− Λ =
√
3
2 l
x∂x lnW = − r√6 lxφ′x
a− Λ =
√
3
2 l
x∂x ln ∂ZW
(3.2.62)
We continue to derive the other equations from integrability conditions.
Equation(3.2.57) together with (3.2.18) gives
1 + 2g2r2W 2 +
r2e−2w
4
[
v′2 − (v′a+ a′)2] = e−2w(1 + r
2
v′)2 (3.2.63)
If we substitute (3.2.34) into (3.2.57)
Λ =
rv′ − 1 + Λ2
r(v′a+ a′)
(3.2.64)
Using (3.2.16) in (3.2.13) we obtain the equations
gr(v′a+ a′)W + grΛW ′ ∓ 1
2
∂r
[
re−w(v′a+ a′)
]√
1− Λ2 = 0 (3.2.65)
∓gr(v′a+ a′)W
√
1− Λ2 +Λ∂r(e−w)− Λg2rewW 2
+
1
2
∂r
[
re−w(v′a+ a′)
]
= 0 (3.2.66)
Similarly from (3.2.11) we have
ΛgD˜r
(√
3
2
evaIP sI
)
+
g
2
evW ′Qs ∓
√
1− Λ2Qs
[
1
2
g2ev+wW 2 +
1
2
ev−w
(
v′a+ a′
)2
−1
2
∂r(v
′ev−w)
]
= 0 (3.2.67)
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∓
√
1− Λ2gevW ′ + Λev∂r
[
e−w
(
v′a+ a′
)]
+ g2ev+wW 2 + ev−w
(
v′a+ a′
)2
−∂r(v′ev−w) = 0 (3.2.68)
We observe that all the relations already derived reduce to those in [28] if we
take Λ = a. So it is easy to conclude that lx ≡ 0 is compatible with BPS conditions
and reduces to the set of equations (2.5.1)-(2.5.4) plus the one for the scalars of the
vector multiplets.
3.3 Static BPS configurations
In this section we derive the independent set of equations that characterizes BPS
configurations.
We start by considering integrability conditions (3.2.65) and (3.2.66): subtract-
ing from (3.2.65) the equation (3.2.66) multiplied by ∓√1− Λ we get
grΛ(v′a+ a′)W + grW ′ ∓
√
1− Λ2w′e−w ∓ g2r
√
1− Λ2ewW 2 = 0 (3.3.1)
Using (3.2.64) and (3.2.34) it gives
W ′ = −(v′ + w′)W (3.3.2)
that implies gr0W = ∓e−(v+w) where r0 is a constant. This last expression can be
rewritten considering again (3.2.34) as
ev = ∓ r
r0
√
1− Λ2 (3.3.3)
which is fundamental to demonstrate the compatibility of BPS conditions. Indeed
taking the derivative with respect to r and comparing with (3.2.64) we obtain
v′a+ a′ = v′Λ+ Λ′ (3.3.4)
This means that the integrability conditions and consequently the BPS equations
for the metric (w and v) and for the scalars of the hypermultiplets have the same
form as the ones in [28]: hence their consistency is ensured and the only change is
the replacement of a by Λ . The new ingredients here, due to the introduction of
vector multiplets, are then the equation for φx and the relations between a and Λ
(3.2.62).
Note that here a′ is not the derivative of a with respect to r. Indeed we have
defined define a′ ≡ hIa′I . Using (3.2.60) it is easy to find
a′ = ∂ra−
√
2
3
lxφ
′x (3.3.5)
Substituting it in (3.3.4) and using the second eq. of (3.2.62) we get
v′a+ ∂ra+
2
r
(a− Λ) = v′Λ+ Λ′ (3.3.6)
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which gives
Λ = a+
µ
r2
e−v (3.3.7)
where µ is an integration constant. Using (3.2.62) the last expression can be rewrit-
ten to show in a transparent manner the relation between µ and lxas
√
6µ
3r3
e−v = lxφ′x (3.3.8)
The implication of this expression on the existence of fixed points still has to be
clarified. Now it is not so difficult to show that the BPS conditions we have derived
satisfy the equations of motion. We refer the reader to the appendix B for the
technical details.
To summarize how it has been obtained, we conclude this section presenting a
set of independent BPS equations
1 = Λ2e−2w
[
1 +
r
2
(
v′ +
Λ′
Λ
)]2
(3.3.9)
ev =
r
r0
√
1− Λ2 (3.3.10)√
1− Λ2 = ∓gewrW (3.3.11)
q′Z = ±3gew
√
1− Λ2∂ZW (3.3.12)
φ′x = ±3gew 1√
1− Λ2∂
xW (3.3.13)
Λ = a+
µ
r2
e−v (3.3.14)
√
6µ
3r3
e−v = lxφ′x (3.3.15)
3.4 Discussion
In this section we want to recall the results already obtained and to point out which
topics deserve more study. First of all we have derived BPS equations for this case,
studying in the line of [28], the relations from the hyperini and the gaugini and
integrability conditions for the gravitini. We observe that the former ones have the
same structure manifested in the domain wall case [20]: this suggests the possibility
of determining some properties of BPS solutions without starting from the specific
ansatz. The importance of a similar study is evident: for example this could permit
us to give a definitive answer in the quest for a realistic cosmological model in gauged
supergravity. These features are currently under investigation [35], and a part of
the results, for hypermultiplet couplings only, will be presented in the next chapter.
Furthermore we have derived the system of differential equations that is a gene-
ralization of the one in [28]: as we stated it should admit solutions with two fixed
points. It remains however to be studied, hopefully leading to construction of an
explicit example.
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Chapter 4
Bps solutions with
hypermultiplets
4.1 Introduction
In this last chapter we discuss the properties of BPS solutions in the presence of
matter couplings. We want to trascend the limitations due to the choice of a special
configuration to study and, instead, try to investigate why there are some features
common to different families of solutions. There we will concentrate on the Maxwell–
Einstein supergravity theory with hypermultiplets charged under the U(1) gauge
group.
To further this aim we adopt a double strategy. First we consider the integra-
bility conditions and the hyperini equation for a generic space–time metric gµν and
graviphoton Aµ with an arbitrary number of hypermultiplets nH , without selecting
any particular ansatz. We show that it is possible, although with a lot of calcu-
lations, to obtain general results in this way: in particular we demonstrate that
integrability conditions satisfy the Einstein equations for the metric (imposing only
that the Maxwell–Einstein equation holds for the graviphoton) and that the hyperini
equation can be reduced to a more manageable form which explains the geometrical
meaning of the gauge covariant derivative of the scalars Dµq
X in terms of the killing
vector KX and the prepotential P r.
The second “weapon” we use is given by the geometric method, first introduced
by Gauntlett et al in [29], to classify BPS solutions by determining the group struc-
ture of the base space (see sect.4.5). The strength of this method is that it is possible
to derive the general form of the BPS solutions by assuming only the existence of a
killing spinor.1 Let us start by reminding of the main topic of the theory, reviewed
in the chapter 1.
1This is at the same time also a limitation, because the resulting coordinate system is in most
of the cases not “natural”.
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4.2 The Model
The field content of the N=2 supergravity in five dimensions with hypermultiplet
couplings is the following
• the supergravity multiplets
{eaµ , ψiµ , Aµ} (4.2.1)
containing the graviton eaµ, two gravitini ψ
i
µ and the graviphoton Aµ;
• a hypermultiplet
{ζA , qX} (4.2.2)
containing 2nH hyperini ζ
A , A = 1, . . . , 2nH with spin
1
2 and 4nH scalars q
X
which define a quaternionic manifold with metric gXY ; The bosonic Lagrangian
density is [5]
LBOS = −1
2
e{R + 1
2
FµνF
µν + gXYDµq
XDµqY
+ 2V(q, φ)} + 1
6
√
6
ǫµνρστFµνFρσAτ (4.2.3)
V(q, φ) being the potential as given in appendix.
4.3 BPS equations and equations of motion
The supersymmetry transformations of the fermions are:
for the gravitini
δǫψµi = Dˆµǫi (4.3.1)
= ∂µǫi +
1
4
ωabµ γabǫi − ∂µqXp jXi ǫj − gAµP ji ǫj
+
i
4
√
6
(γµνρ − 4gµνγρ)F I˜νρǫi − i√
6
gP ji γµǫj = 0 (4.3.2)
for the hyperini
δǫζ
A =
[
− i
2
γa∂aq
X − i
2
γagAaK
X + g
√
6
4
KX
]
fAXiǫ
i = 0 (4.3.3)
4.3.1 Integrability conditions
We now consider the BPS equations for the gravitini; their integrability conditions
are given by the commutators [Dˆµ, Dˆν ] = 0 which we decompose in the sum of 15
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non trivial pieces2:[
∂µ +
1
4
ωabµ γab, ∂ν +
1
4
ωcdν γcd
]
ǫi =
1
4
Ω abµν γabǫi (4.3.4)
−
[
∂µ +
1
4
ωabµ γab, ∂νq
Xp jXi
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν) = −
[
∂νq
X∂µp
j
Xi − ∂µqX∂νp jXi
]
ǫj
(4.3.5)[
∂µ +
1
4
ωabµ γab,−gAIνP jIi
]
− (µ↔ ν) = −g
(
∂µ
[
AνP
j
i
]
− ∂ν
[
AµP
j
i
])
ǫj
(4.3.6)[
∂µ +
1
4
ωabµ γab,
i
4
√
6
(γντρ − 4gντγρ)F τρ
]
ǫi − (µ↔ ν)
=
i
4
√
6
[
(γνγa − 4eνa)γbDµF ab − (γµγa − 4eµa)γbDνF ab
]
ǫj (4.3.7)[
∂µ +
1
4
ωabµ γab,−
i√
6
gP ji γν
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν) = ig√
6
(
γµ∂νP
j − γν∂µP ji
)
ǫj (4.3.8)[
i∂µq
XprX(σr)
j
i , i∂νq
Y psY (σs)
j
i
]
ǫj = −i2∂µqX∂νqY prXpsY ǫ trs (σt) ji ǫj (4.3.9)[
i∂µq
XprX(σr)
j
i , igAνP
s(σs)
j
i
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν) = −4ig∂[µqXprXAν]P sǫ trs (σt) ji ǫj
(4.3.10)[
i∂µq
XprX(σr)
j
i ,
i
4
√
6
(γµνρ − 4gµνγρ)F νρ
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν) = 0 (4.3.11)
−
[
i∂µq
XprX(σr)
j
i ,
g√
6
P sγν(σs)
j
i
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν)
=
4√
6
g∂[µq
XprXP
seaν]γaǫ
t
rs (σt)
j
i ǫj (4.3.12)[
igAµP
r(σr)
j
i , igAνP
s(σs)
j
i
]
ǫj = −2ig2AµAνP rP sǫ trs (σt) ji ǫj = 0 (4.3.13)
−
[
igAµP
r(σr)
j
i ,
i
4
√
6
(γµνρ − 4gµνγρ)F νρ
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν) = 0 (4.3.14)
−
[
igAµP
r(σr)
j
i ,
g√
6
P sγν(σs)
j
i
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν) = 4√
6
g2A[µP
rP sγν]ǫ
t
rs (σt)
j
i ǫj = 0
(4.3.15)
− 1
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[
(γµab − 4gµaγb)F ab, (γνcd − 4gνcγd)F cd
]
ǫi
=
{
1
24
F 2γµν +
1
12
[
F 2 dν γdµ − F 2 dµ γdν
]
− 1
4
F aµ F
b
ν γab −
1
6
F b[µ F
cdγν]bcd
}
ǫi
(4.3.16)
2This relations, that here are specialized to the abelian case, can be easily extended also to the
non-abelian case.
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[
(γµab − 4gµaγb)F ab, gP ji γν]
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν)
=
1
6
gγµνabF
abP ji ǫj + gP
j
i
2
3
F b[µ γν]bǫj (4.3.17)[
i√
6
gP ji γµ,
i√
6
gP ji γν
]
ǫj =
g2
3
γµν |P |2ǫi (4.3.18)
Difficulties in derivations of the above commutators arise only in Eq.(4.3.7) and
Eq.(4.3.16) and are explicitly shown in appendix C. There it is also shown how the
terms can be collected to give the following result{
1
4
Ω abµν γabδ
j
i − iRrµν(σr) ji − igP rFµν(σr) ji
+
i
4
√
6
[
γνabDµF
ab − γµabDνF ab
]
δ ji +
i√
6
[
eµaγbDνF
ab − eνaγbDµF ab
]
δ ji
− g√
6
(γµDνP
r − γνDµP r)(σr) ji +
1
24
F 2γµνδ
j
i +
1
12
[
F 2 dν γdµ − F 2 dµ γdν
]
δ ji
−1
4
F aµ F
b
ν γabδ
j
i −
1
6
F b[µ F
cdγν]bcdδ
j
i +
1
6
gγµνabF
abP ji +
2
3
gF b[µ γν]bP
j
i
+
g2
3
γµν |P |2δ ji
}
ǫj = 0 (4.3.19)
where we have defined
F 2ab := ηcdF
caF db , (4.3.20)
F 2 := FabF
ab , (4.3.21)
|P |2 = δrsP rP s , (4.3.22)
B j∗i := iB
r
∗ (σr)
j
i , (4.3.23)
Rrµν := Dµq
XDνq
YRrXY , (4.3.24)
Rrµν := Dµq
XDνq
YRrXY , (4.3.25)
DνP
r := Dνq
XDXP
r (4.3.26)
4.3.2 Some manipulations
Let us try to get some information out of (4.3.19) by means of contractions. If one
multiplies (4.3.19) by γα and then contracts α with ν, using the first Bianchi identity
for Ω one obtains{
−δ ji
1
2
Rµbγ
b − iRrµaγa(σr)i j −
i
2
√
6
δ ji γabDµF
ab
+
[
i√
6
γcbDcFµb − i√
6
DaF
a
µ +
i
2
√
6
DaF
abγµb − 1
4
√
6
edµǫ
dc
abeγ
eDcF
ab
]
δ ji
+
(
4g√
6
DµP
r +
g√
6
γ aµ DaP
r
)
(σr)
j
i +
[
− 1
12
F 2γµ +
1
2
F 2bµ γb +
1
6
F bµ F
cdγbcd
− i
12
efµF
abF cdǫabcdf
]
δ ji −
4
3
g2γµ|P |2δ ji
}
ǫj = 0 (4.3.27)
Here Rµν = Ω
a
µaν is the Ricci tensor and R the Ricci Scalar.
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4.3.3 Equations of motion
The Einstein equations are
Rµν + FµaF
a
ν + gXYDµq
XDνq
Y − 1
6
|F |2gµν + 2
3
Vgµν = 0 (4.3.28)
from which it follows in particular
3
2
R+
1
4
|F |2 + 3
2
|q′|2 − 5V = 0 (4.3.29)
Variation with respect to the gauge fields gives
DaF
af +
1
2
√
6
ǫabcdfFabFcd − gKYDtqY = 0 (4.3.30)
Finally the equations for the scalars are
DˆµD
µqW + gAµIDµK
W
I = g
WX∂XV (4.3.31)
Here D˜ indicates a totally covariant derivative, i.e with respect to all the indices.
So for example
DˆµD
µqX = DµD
µqX + ΓXY ZDµq
YDµqZ
and in general
Dµf
∗(q) = DµqX∂Xf∗ . (4.3.32)
4.3.4 Compatibility
In this section we analyze the compatibility between the equations of motion and
the BPS equations. In particular we will assume that the BPS equations together
with the equations of motions and the Bianchi Identities for the gauge fields are
satisfied.
Gravitini
To simplify the analysis of (4.3.27), let us organize it in different steps:
1. the term a = −iRrµaγa(σr) ji
by mean of (4.4.1) one readily finds
− iRrµaγa(σr) ji ǫj =
{
1
2
γaDaq
XgXZDµq
Zδi
j +
i
2
g
√
3
2
KZDµq
Zδi
j
−g
√
3
2
Dµq
ZDZP
r(σr)
j
i
}
ǫj (4.3.33)
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2. the term c = − i√
6
DaF
a
µ − i12efµF abF cdǫabcdf
from (4.3.30), which we express in the form Mb = 0, it is equal to3
c = − ig√
6
KZDµq
Zδ ji −
i√
6
Mµδ
j
i (4.3.34)
3. for the term d = i
2
√
6
DaF
abγµb, first we use (4.3.30) to give
i
2
√
6
Mbγµbδ
j
i −
i
24
ǫabcdeFabFcdγµeδ
j
i −
i
2
√
6
gKYDµq
Y δ ji
+
i
2
√
6
gKYD
eqY γµγeδ
j
i (4.3.35)
in the last term we can use (4.4.1) contracted with KZ to give
d =
i
2
√
6
Mbγµbδ
j
i −
i
24
ǫabcdeFabFcdγµeδ
j
i
− i
2
√
6
gDµq
YKY − g√
6
γµγ
aDaq
XDXP
r(σr)
j
i +
g2
4
KXKXγµδ
j
i
(4.3.36)
4. the term e =
(
4g√
6
DµP
r + g√
6
γ aµ DaP
r
)
(σr)
j
i
This is
e =
4g√
6
Dµq
XDXP
r(σr)
j
i +
g√
6
γµaD
aqXDXP
r(σr)
j
i (4.3.37)
5. the term f = − i
2
√
6
δ ji γabDµF
ab + i√
6
γcbDcFµbδ
j
i can be rewritten as
f =
i
2
√
6
γbc[DbFµc +DcFbµ +DµFcb]δ
j
i =:
i
2
√
6
γbcBµcbδ
j
i (4.3.38)
Bµcb = 0 being the Bianchi identity.
6. note that
1
6
F bµ F
cdγbcd =
i
24
ǫabcdeFabFcdγµeδ
j
i (4.3.39)
and that
g2
4
KXKX − 4
3
g2|P |2 = 1
3
V (4.3.40)
3For simplicity we omit ǫi but it is obvious that the following relations are true only when applied
to the killing spinor.
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7. the other terms are
−δ ji
1
2
Rµbγ
b (4.3.41)
− 1
4
√
6
edµǫ
dc
abeγ
eDcF
abδ ji (4.3.42)
− 1
12
F 2γµ +
1
2
F 2bµ γbδ
j
i (4.3.43)
If we now write the Einstein equations (4.3.28) in the form Eµν = 0 we then see
that all the terms can be collected to give
1
2
Eµbγ
bǫi − i√
6
Mµǫi +
i
2
√
6
Mbγµbǫi
i
2
√
6
γbcBµcbǫi = 0 (4.3.44)
Let us now impose the equation of motion and the Bianchi identities for the Maxwell
field. Then
Eµbγ
bǫi = 0 (4.3.45)
In the time-like case4 this ensures that the Einstein equations are automatically
satisfied. In the light-like case, the E++ components of the Einstein equations must
be imposed to vanish.
The derivation of the equation of motion for the scalars starting from the hyperini
equation is still under investigation.
4.4 Hypergeometric restrictions
In this section we analyze the projector content of Eq.(4.3.3) deriving the general
form that holds for a generic BPS configuration. Then we discuss some particular
subcases of interest. Let us now consider the hyperini BPS equations rewritten in
the form [
−iγaDaqX + g
√
3
2
KX
](
gZXδ
j
i + 2R
r
ZX(σr)i
j
)
ǫi = 0 (4.4.1)
where KX = hIkXI and Daq
X is the gauge covariant derivative in flat index. We
want to study it for K 6= 0 which means that we are away from the fixed point: this
should be equivalent to requiring that (4.4.1) and all the other BPS conditions are
not trivial.
Without loss of generality we can decompose Daq
X as
Daq
X =MaK
X +ΨXa (4.4.2)
4The meaning of this statement will be clarified in the section 4.5
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with ΨXa KX = 0. Now multiplying by
5 KZ˜δ
j
i − 2iRsZ˜XKX(σs)
j
i and symmetrizing
in Z, Z˜ we end up, using (4.4.2) and the properties of the SU(2)-curvature, with{√
3
2
gCZZ˜δi
j − iγa
[(
MaCZZ˜ +Ψ
X
a BXZZ˜
)
δi
j + 2iΨXa U
r
XZZ˜
(σr)i
j
]}
ǫj = 0
(4.4.3)
where
CZZ˜ = KZKZ˜ + 4K
XKYRrZXR
s
Z˜Y
δrs (4.4.4)
BXZZ˜ = gX(ZKZ˜) + 4R
r
(Z|X|R
s
Z˜)Y
KY δrs (4.4.5)
U r
XZZ˜
= Rr(Z|X|KZ˜ − gX(ZRrZ˜)YKY + 2Rs(Z˜|Y |RtZ)XKY ǫstr (4.4.6)
At this point we observe that the four vectors KX , RrXYK
Y ≡ DXP r, are ortho-
gonal to each other and that they generate a subspace VK of the quaternionic tangent
space T (M). Moreover the existence of the triple complex structure RrXY allows
us to construct a local basis by an iterative process that decomposes T (M) in nH
four dimensional subspaces: in fact if we choose a generic vector u out of VK and
orthogonal to the vectors therein (it is always possible to reduce to this case) also
the vectors ur defined as urX ≡ 2RrXY uY have the same properties so we can define
a new subspace Vu and so on. In this basis the matrices defined in (4.4.6) can be
written in a compact way as symmetric tensor products on T (M):
C = B(K) = K ⊗K + vr ⊗ vsδrs (4.4.7)
B(u) = uXBX = K ⊗ u+ ur ⊗ vsδrs (4.4.8)
U r(u) = uXU rX =
1
2
[
ur ⊗K − u⊗ vr + vs ⊗ utǫstr
]
(4.4.9)
where u is a generic vector, ur is urX = 2RrXY u
Y = (Rr(u))X and vr = Rr(K).
As consequence of the property of compositions of complex structures RrZ
XRsZY =
1
4(g
XY δrs + 2ǫrstR
tXY ) some useful relations hold:
B(vr) = 0 (4.4.10)
U r(us) = −1
2
B(u)δrs + u[r ⊗ vs] + 1
2
ǫrst
(
vt ⊗ u−K ⊗ ut) (4.4.11)
from which follows
U r(vs) = −1
2
Cδrs (4.4.12)
As a consequence it is easy to see that for the consistency of projectors, ΨXa must
be of the form
ΨXa = varv
r (4.4.13)
5This vector is always different from zero if K = 0.
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or in other words Daq
X ∈ VK . Equations (4.4.3) and (4.4.13) can be translated into
ΨYa −
6
|K|2Ψ
Y
aDZ(WQ
s)DY (WQs) = 0 (4.4.14)[√
3
2
igδ ji + γ
aMaδ
j
i − 2iΨXa
DXP
r
|K|2 γ
a(σr)
j
i
]
ǫj = 0 (4.4.15)
where we write explicitly vrX as 2DXP r.
Now it remains to be demonstrated that the relations above are not only a
necessary consequence of (4.4.1) but also a sufficient condition for it.
This fact can be easily checked by direct substitution of (4.4.15) in (4.4.1) using
the properties of the complex structure and gamma matrix algebra.
We then have the following
Proposition 4.4.1 Generically the BPS hyperini equations are equivalent to the
system
∂aq
X + gAIaK
X
I =MaK
X + 2varD
XP r√
3
2
igǫi + γ
aMaǫi + iv
r
aγ
aǫj(σr)ji = 0 (4.4.16)
These expressions contain all the constraints imposed on the scalars of hypermulti-
plets due to the quaternionic geometry.
They explain the structure of the equations found for example in [28, 20]. Surely
further restrictions arise out from the BPS equation for the gravitini but they will
depend on the specific configuration of the Einstein-Maxwell fields. We want to
emphasize that this result holds also for a non abelian gauge group with a generic
number of vector multiplets.
4.5 Geometric classification: results
In this section we present the results obtained in the presence of only hypermulti-
plets, following the analysis in [33]. We discuss the new features arising with respect
to the minimal gauged case studied there.
We start by assuming the existence of a Killing spinor and constructing the
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bosonic quantities from it:6
ifεij = ǫ¯iǫj
−Vaεij = ǫ¯iγaǫj (4.5.1)
χrab(σr)
ij = ǫ¯iγabǫ
j
These are not independent and a lot of relations can be derived from the Fierz
identities. In particular
iV χ
r = 0
V aVa = −f2
iV (∗χr) = fχr (4.5.2)
V aγaǫi = fǫi
Using (4.3.2) we get:
df =
√
2
3
iV F (4.5.3)
DV = dV = −
√
2
3
∗ (F ∧ V ) + 2
√
2
3
fF + 2
√
2
3
gPrχ
r (4.5.4)
Daχ
r
bc = ∂aχ
r
bc =
1√
6
[
2F da (∗χr)dbc + ηa[b (∗χr)c]de F de − 2F d[b (∗χr)c]ad + 4gηa[bVc]P r
]
− 2εrst
[
(∂aq
XpsX + gAaP
s)χtbc +
g√
6
P s (∗χr)abc
]
(4.5.5)
this imply
LV F = 0 (4.5.6)
dχr = −2εrst
[
As ∧ χt +
√
3
2
gP s
(∗χt)
]
(4.5.7)
where As is
As = dqXpsX + gAP
s (4.5.8)
6We choose different conventions than in [33]; the dictionary between our and their (primed)
quantities is:
η′ab = −ηab γ′a = −iγa
F ′ =
1√
2
F χδr1 = 2
√
2gP r
where they choose the following representation for the Pauli matrices
σ1 =
(
0 i
−i 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
Because we take f ′ = f , V ′a = Va and φ
′ij
ab = φ
ij
ab = iχ
r
ab(σr)i
j their definitions (4.5.1) in term of
the spinor change with respect to those in [33].
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As a consequence of (4.5.5) and of the hyperini equations (4.4.16) we obtain
LV χ
r = (iV ◦ d)χr =
−2g(
√
3
2
f + iVA)ε
r
st(P
s −Ks)χt (4.5.9)
It is possible, like in [33], to use the gauge freedom to have LV χ
r = 0 choosing
iVA = −
√
3
2f .
It would be very interesting to study the consequences of gauge invariance of
the BPS equations on general grounds and in particular to determine the space
time dependence of the embedding of the gauge group U(1) in the R-symmetry
group SU(2). Here we present a preliminary analysis in the case of an infinitesimal
transformation:
qX 7−→ qX + gΛKX (4.5.10)
Aµ 7−→ Aµ − ∂µΛ (4.5.11)
ǫi 7−→ Rijǫj R = e
i
2
αrσr ≃ + i
2
αrσr (4.5.12)
and as a consequence
pr 7−→ pr + gΛLKpr = pr + gΛ (−DP r +DKr) ; Kr ≡ KXprX
(4.5.13)
P r 7−→ P r + gΛLKP r = P r + 2gΛǫrstP sKt (4.5.14)
Using the above relations in (4.3.2) we obtain an equation for the compensator αr
(see sect. 1.4.1){
Da [α
r − 2gΛ(Kr − P r)] + 2g
(
Aa +
i√
6
γa
)
εrstP
s
(
αt − 2gΛ(Kt − P t))} ǫi = 0
(4.5.15)
The main information we obtain from the equation above is that V is a Killing
vector and it generates a symmetry of all the solution (including scalars, if we choose
iVA = −
√
3
2f). To use it we have now to distinguish two cases: that V is time-like
or that it is light-like, meaning f = 0.
4.5.1 The time-like case
As in [33] we take V = −∂t and we write the spacetime metric as
ds2 = −f2(dt+ w)2 + f−1hmndxmdxn (4.5.16)
We take f > 07 , w and h not depending on t, e0 = f(dt+w) and fdw = G++G−.
Specializing the Fierz identities to this case we find that w is anti-self-dual as a 4d
2-form on the base space B. An important relation is
χrm
pχsp
n = −δrsδmn + ǫrstχtmn (4.5.17)
7From the Fierz identities this corresponds to taking γ0ǫ = ǫ.
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where m, n, p are curl indices of B. From (4.5.3) and (4.5.4) we derive F
F = H − 2gf−1Prχr (4.5.18)
where H =
√
3
2de
0 −
√
2
3G
+. Following the calculations of [33] we express Daχ
r
bc in
terms of H (in this way we isolate the part contributing to the pull-back on B)
Daχ
r
bc =
1√
6
[
2Hda (∗χr)dbc + ηa[b (∗χr)c]deHde − 2Hd[b (∗χr)c]ad
]
− 2εrst
[
(∂aq
XpsX + gAaP
s)−
√
3
2
gf−1P sVa
]
χtbc
(4.5.19)
where we use ∗χr = −f−1V ∧ χr. Writing (4.5.19) with respect to the metric h of
B we end up with
∇mχrpq = −2εrstAsmχtpq (4.5.20)
Asm = ∂mq
XpsX + g
(
Am −
√
3
2
e0m
)
P s = ∂mq
XpsX + g
(
Am −
√
3
2
fwm
)
P s
(4.5.21)
where ∇m is the Levi–Civita connection on B with respect to h. Eq. (4.5.20)
needs some comments: it appears to be the direct generalization of the minimal
gauged case,8 where a preferred (constant) direction exists, with the inclusion of a
term coming from the scalars of the hypermultiplets. It is natural to suppose that
the convenient quantity to perform a geometric classification of the solution is not
directly χr but its combination with a two form depending on the matter that links
together the two quaternionic manifolds. This point deserves more study.
To obtain some further insight, note that to invert (4.5.20) and solve for Asm
we need to know the value of Armχ
s
pqδrs. In order to evaluate this term we study
systematically the relation between Dmq
X and f , V and χr imposed by the hyperini
equations. All the information can be extracted by contracting (4.4.16) with ǫ¯k and
ǫ¯kγb. This gives
iV v
r = 0 (4.5.22)
Ma =
1
f
[√
3
2
gVa + v
b
rχ
r
ba
]
(4.5.23)
Dmq
X = vnr
[
χrnmK
X + 2hnmD
XP r
]
+
√
3
2
gfwmK
X (4.5.24)
from which it follows that ∂0q
X = D0q
X−gA0KX = 09. We note that the equations
above, together with (4.5.17), satisfy (4.4.16) identically, hence they are the only
requisites for the compatibility of hyperini equation with the gravitini one.
8This can be easily obtained in our framework as the sub–case nH choosing a constant prepo-
tential P r in the σ1 direction with W proportional to the cosmological constant.
9This is a consequence of the gauge choice and at the same time elucidates its meaning.
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We can rewrite Asm as
Asm = v
n
r
[
χrnmK
X + 2hnmD
XP r
]
psX + g
(
Am −
√
3
2
fwm
)
(P s −Ks) (4.5.25)
Now we return to the discussion of gauge invariance: contracting (4.5.15) by ǫ¯j
we find
Da [α
r − 2gΛ(Kr − P r)] + 2g
(
Aa − 1√
6f
Va
)
εrstP
s
(
αt − 2gΛ(Kt − P t)) = 0
(4.5.26)
It is interesting to study this expression in the gauge iVA = −
√
3
2f and consider the
residual gauge transformations i.e. with ∂0Λ = 0, which in the following we indicate
as a four dimensional gauge transformation. In this case, using that ∂0q
X = 0 the
above relation implies10
αr = 2gΛ(Kr − P r) + βP r (4.5.27)
where β is determined by the condition
Da¯(βP
r) = ∂a¯β P
r + β∂a¯q
XDXP
r = 0 a¯ = 1, ..., 4 (4.5.28)
This condition has a nice interpretation: it is equivalent to requiring either that
β = 0 or
vra¯ = −
2
K2
(∂a¯ log β) P
r (4.5.29)
The second possibility occurs for example in the electro-static spherically symmetric
configurations studied in [28] and in the flat domain walls [20]: as a consequence in
these cases the BPS equation for the scalar (4.4.16) results ∂qX ∝ ∂XW where W
is the prepotential. In general we obtain
∂a¯q
X =
(√
6
K2
f−1Wχrb¯a¯ ∂b¯ log β Qr − gAa¯
)
KX − 2
√
6
K2
∂a¯ log β W∂
XW
(4.5.30)
4.6 Discussion
Now we want to point out which are the main goals and which questions remain open
in this first approach to the classification of BPS solutions with matter couplings.
First of all, we think it is already an important result to have shown that a general
discussion on BPS solutions of gauged supergravity is possible also in presence of
10It is easy to check using (4.5.27) that (4.5.20) is four dimensional gauge covariant.
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non trivially coupled hypermultiplets. Indeed we have proved that, without per-
forming any restrictive choice on the form of the metric and of the other fields, the
integrability conditions (4.3.19) of the gravitini are sufficient to satisfy the Einstein
equations for the metric.11 Furthermore we have demonstrated that the hyperini
equation (4.3.3) can be analyzed in full generality clarifying its geometrical mean-
ing. This can be used to obtain some informations a priori on the form of the BPS
equations for the scalars and on the existence of fixed point solutions. By way of this
analysis we are also near to demonstrating (but this has not been presented here)
the relation between the hyperini equation and the equation of motion for the scalar
fields. We want to remark that these results are relevant, not only to investigate the
properties of BPS solutions, but also for the usual ansatz-based construction.
Another important contribution, although incomplete, is given by the applica-
tion of the Gauntlett procedure. As we have explained in section 4.5 the method
works in presence of matter quite similarly than in the minimal gauged theory [33].
The principal difficulty arises in the expression (4.5.20) which gives the covariant
derivative of the 2–form χr on the four dimensional base space B. In fact eq. (4.5.20)
generalizes quite naturally the corresponding relation of [33] (that can be obtained
as a subcase choosing the constant prepotential in the σ1 direction) in the sense that
the phase of triplet 1–form Asm, as for the prepotential P
r, is not a constant due to
the gauging of the R–symmetry SU(2). The role of (4.5.20) is fundamental because
it is necessary to determine the base space B and to demonstrate the consistency of
the method. For example in the minimal gauged case it gives immediately that B
is a Ka¨hler space where χ1 is the Ka¨hler form and that the graviphoton Aµ satisfies
the Maxwell equation. We do not know the exact meaning of (4.5.20) yet. At first
reading it indicates only that the base space is quaternionic. However we suspect
that the Ka¨hler structure is not totally destroyed here but only deformed by the
presence of hypermultiplets. In particular we believe that the gauge transforma-
tions constitute the key to understanding the content of (4.5.20). It could happen
that this relation reduces to the one in absence of matter via a gauge fixing. Our idea
is that the gauge transformation might “freeze” the tree dimensional vector ∇χr on
a plane determining the existence of a Ka¨hler form. The problem of this conjecture
is that its checking requires the knowledge of the finite gauge transformations hence
of the compensator αr as function of Λ (not only at the first order as in (4.5.27)).
This is equivalent to determine the exact embedding of the gauge group U(1) in
local R–symmetry SU(2) which characterizes the theory when the hypermultiplets
are not trivially coupled. As a last comment, another element that suggests we are
on the right track is given by the equation (4.5.30) which explains and generalizes
the behavior observed and discussed in chap. 2.
11We imposed as usual [29] that the Maxwell equations are satisfied.
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Conclusion
At this point I want to summarize what it has been presented in this thesis. I will
try to convince the reader that the aim of the work has been, at least partially,
achieved.
Rather than writing a detailed list of all the results, which could represent a
repetition of what has already been presented at the end of each chapter, I will
attempt to organize them in a more general discussion.
We have started with the study of charged configurations in presence of mat-
ter. This has been fruitful on the one hand because it allows to construct solutions
interesting for themselves (like black holes), on the other hand because of the new
insights gained in the general structure of BPS solutions. Hence the need of substan-
tiating these general indications arises quite naturally. In this light what has been
treated in the last chapter represents at the same time the arrival point (in which
the simple “observations” of the previous chapters become definite properties, e.g
see the hyperini equation (4.4.16)) and a starting point for an actual classification
of BPS solutions in the presence of matter.
With this aim, the synergy between an approach based on a brute force handling
of the BPS conditions and the geometric approach due to Gauntlett appears to be
fundamental in order to find out the aforementioned classification. If the former is
limited by the evident difficulty to manipulate such tricky expressions, the latter
gives rise to results which have still to be interpreted from a physical point of view.
For example, it is not trivial to associate the explicit solution discussed in chapter
2 to solutions obtained by means of Gauntlett’s method. It is even not known if this
solution is time–like or light–like in Gauntlett’s framework.
In order to explain these difficulties, let us consider the time–like case (the light–
like one does not present new features). As already noted in [29], the time, as it
appears in the metric (4.5.16), is associated with supersymmetry and it does not
correspond in general to the “physical” time which is related to the ADM mass (if
any). It means that, also when the solution has been determined with respect to the
geometry of the base space, there remains however a lot of work to be done. This
will require to follow both the above approaches.
As far as the perspectives in next future are concerned, we are going to overcome
the technical obstacles (like eq. (4.5.20)) already discussed, and we are confident
that this goal can be achieved on the grounds of our conjecture about the role of
the residual gauge freedom. Then, supported by our analysis in chapter 3, we hope
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to extend the results of the classification to the inclusion of the vector multiplet
couplings.
A more ambitious task would consist in finding a link with M–theory, in partic-
ular with the results of classification which has been started in [31]. However this
requires a deeper understanding of the compactification down to five dimensions.
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Appendix A
Conventions
In this appendix we present some definitions and properties that we use in our work.
With
qX X = 1, . . . , 4nH (A.0.1)
we denote the scalars of the hypermultiplets which are the coordinates of a quater-
nionic manifold. We introduce the 4nHbeins as
f iAX (q
Y ) , i = 1, 2 ∈ SU(2) , A = 1, . . . , 2nH ∈ Sp(2nH) (A.0.2)
The splitting of the flat indices in i and A reflects the factorization of the holon-
omy group in USp(2)(≃ SU(2)) ⊗ USp(2nH) which is the main feature of those
spaces. The indices as a consequence of the symplectic structure are highered and
lowered with the antisymmetric matrices
ǫij , CAB (A.0.3)
ǫij = ǫ
ij , ǫ12 = 1 (A.0.4)
CABC
CB = δ CA , C
AB = (CAB)
∗ . (A.0.5)
following the NW-SE convention [20].
The important relation
fXiCf
C
Y j =
1
2
ǫijgXY +RXY ij (A.0.6)
can be viewed as a definition for the quaternionic metric gXY and for the SU(2)
curvature RXY ij .
We use the symbols p jXi for the SU(2) spin connection whereas ω
ab
µ denotes
the usual Lorentz spin connection. The covariant derivative which appears in the
gravitini supersymmetry variation (1.4.57) acts on the symplectic Maiorana spinors
ǫi as
Dµǫi = ∂µǫi +
1
4
ωabµ γabǫi − ∂µqXp jXiǫj − gAIµPI ji ǫj (A.0.7)
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where the generalized spin connection receives the following contributions: the first
term represents the Lorentz action while the others can be identified with the SU(2)
action plus a term due to the SU(2) R-symmetry gauging. AIµ are (nV +1) 1−forms
and P rI are the prepotentials while g is the gauge coupling. We adopt the convention
to define for the quantities with a I index the corresponding “dressed” ones like
P r ≡ P rI hI or Fµν ≡ FµνI hI . We note that in this notation the subcase nV = 0 is
recovered in a natural way being I = 0 and hI = h0 = 1.1
It is useful to introduce the projection on the Pauli matrices for quantities in the
adjoint representation of SU(2), for example
R jXY i = R
r
XY (iσr)
j
i (A.0.8)
where (σr)
j
i are the usual Pauli matrices
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (A.0.9)
which satisfy
(σr)
j
i (σs)
k
j = δrsδ
k
i + iǫ
t
rs (σt)
k
i (A.0.10)
[σr, σs] = 2iǫrstσ
t (A.0.11)
The prepotentials are defined by the relation
RrXYK
Y = DXP
r (A.0.12)
DXP
r := ∂XP
r + 2ǫrstpsXP
t (A.0.13)
where DX is the SU(2) covariant derivative. They can be expressed in terms of the
Killing vectors
P r =
1
2nH
DXKYR
rXY (A.0.14)
The scalar potential (1.4.63) can be expressed for a generic number of hypermul-
tiplets and vector multiplets as
V = g2[−PrP r + 2PxrP ry gxy + 2NAiNAi] (A.0.15)
with
NAi =
√
6
4
hIKXI f
Ai
X =
2√
6
fAiX R
rY XDY P
r , (A.0.16)
P rx ≡ −
√
3
2
∂xP
r = hIxP
r
I (A.0.17)
1This implies, from the definition of very special geometry (1.2.14), that the normalization of
CIJK is given by C000 = 1.
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Defining the superpotential W by P r =
√
3
2WQ
r with QrQr = 1 the potential
becomes
V = −6g2W 2 + 9
2
g2[gΛΣ∂ΛW∂ΣW +W
2gxy∂xQ
r∂yQr] (A.0.18)
where Λ is the curl index of the entire nV +4nH–dimensional scalar manifold. From
the above relation it follows that the requirement on V to be of the form (1.4.72),
which ensures the gravitational stability, is
∂xQ
r = 0
as found in the sect. 3.2.3.
The universal hypermultiplet (nH = 1) corresponds to the quaternionic Ka¨hler
space SU(2,1)SU(2)×U(1) . A significant parametrization, from a M-theory point of view, is
[20]
qX = {V, σ, θ, τ}
with the metric
ds2 =
dV 2
2V 2
+
1
2V 2
(dσ + 2θ dτ − 2τ dθ)2 + 2
V
(
dτ2 + dθ2
)
. (A.0.19)
Using the general properties of quaternionic geometry it is possible from (A.0.19) to
derive explicitly all the quantities presented above, in particular the Killing vectors
and the prepotentials of the eight isometries of manifold. For the axionic shift we
have:
~k1 =


0
1
0
0

 ~P1 =

 00
− 14V

 (A.0.20)
The Fierz identity is given by:
ǫ¯1ǫ2ǫ¯3ǫ4 =
1
4
(
ǫ¯1ǫ4ǫ¯3ǫ2 + ǫ¯1γaǫ4ǫ¯3γ
aǫ2 − 1
2
ǫ¯1γabǫ4ǫ¯3γ
abǫ2
)
(A.0.21)
Most of the algebraic identities we recorded in section 4.5 were obtained by using
the Fierz identity with ǫ¯1 = ǫ¯
i, ǫ2 = ǫ
l, ǫ¯3 = ǫ¯
k and then setting in turn ǫ4 = ǫ
j , γaǫ
j
and γabǫ
j . The remaining identites were obtained using ǫ¯1 = ǫ¯
i, ǫ2 = γaǫ
l, ǫ¯3 = ǫ¯
k
and ǫ4 = γbǫ
j.
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Appendix B
Equations of motion
The equations of motion of the lagrangian (1.4.64)in the presence of hypermultiplets
and vector multiplets are
− Rµν + aIJF IµaF Jaν + gXYDµqXDνqY + gxyDµφxDνφy −
1
6
|F |2gµν + 2
3
Vgµν = 0
(B.0.1)
from which it follows in particular
− 3
2
R+
1
4
|F |2 + 3
2
|q′|2 + 3
2
|φ′|2 − 9
4
|aIKI |2 + 5V = 0 (B.0.2)
Variation with respect to the gauge fields gives
Da(aIKF
Kae) +
1
2
√
6
CIJKǫ
abcdeF JabF
K
cd − gKXI DeqY gXY = 0 (B.0.3)
Finally the equations for the scalars are
DˆµD
µqW + gAµIDµK
W
I = g
WX∂XV (B.0.4)
DˆµD
µφx + gAµIDµK
x
I = g
xy∂yV+
1
4
gxy∂yaIJF
I
µνF
Jµν (B.0.5)
Here D is the covariant derivative with respect to the spin connection and Dˆ is a
totally covariant derivative, ie with respect to all the indices. So for example
DˆµD
µϕΛ = DµD
µϕΛ + ΓΛΣΘDµϕ
ΣDµϕΘ
and in general
Dµf
∗(q, φ) = DµqX∂Xf∗ +Dµφx∂xf∗ (B.0.6)
Now we specialize the above relations to the problem studied in the chapter 3. Due
to symmetry of the class of solutions considered only the Einstein equations for the
components (tt), (rr) and (θθ) are independent:
−ev−w∂r(v′ev−w)− 3v
′
r
e2(v−w) + e2(v−w)(v′Λ + Λ′)2 + 4g2e2vW 2
− 3g2e2v(1− 3Λ2)[ 1
1− Λ2 g
xy∂xW∂yW + g
XY ∂XW∂YW ] = 0 (B.0.7)
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ew−v∂r(v′ev−w)− 3
r
w′ − (v′Λ + Λ′)2 − 4g2e2wW 2
+ 3g2e2w(1 + 3(1− Λ2))[ 1
1− Λ2 g
xy∂xW∂yW + g
XY ∂XW∂YW ] = 0
(B.0.8)
re−2w(v′ − w′)− 2(1 − e−2w) + 1
2
r2e−2w(v′Λ+ Λ′)2 − 4g2r2W 2
+ 3g2r2[
1
1− Λ2 g
xy∂xW∂yW + g
XY ∂XW∂YW ] = 0 (B.0.9)√
3
2
gevaIKIXq
′X = 0 (B.0.10)
where we use the BPS relations for φ′x, q′X and |K|2 = 6gXY ∂XW∂YW . Following
the manipolations of [28] we consider the sum of (B.0.7) and (B.0.8) multiplied by
e2(v−w)
(v′ + w′)
r
e−2w = 3g2[
1
1− Λ2 g
xy∂xW∂yW + g
XY ∂XW∂YW ] (B.0.11)
= ±g e
−w
√
1− Λ2W
′ (B.0.12)
The above expression is the direct generalization of the one in [28] and is identically
satisfied by (3.2.34) and (3.3.2). Now by the substitution of (B.0.12) in (B.0.7),
(B.0.8) and (B.0.9) it is easy to check that also these expressions are identically
satisfied by the set of BPS equations. Finally (B.0.10) is solved by (3.2.27) and the
equation q′ZKZ = 0 which follows for example from (3.2.29) and (3.2.40).
Next consider the equatons for the gauge fields:
KIXq
′X = 0 (B.0.13)
∂r(aIJe
−wr3(v′aJ + a′J))− ewr3g2gXYKXI KYJ aJ = 0 (B.0.14)
It is convenient to project these equations on the base (hI , h
x
J ). The contraction of
(B.0.13) with hI gives KXq
′X = 0 which we already shown to be consequence of
BPS equations.
The contraction with hIx gives q
′XKIXhIx = 0 which by means of (3.2.29) is
equivalent to ∂XWKIXhIx = 0. But from (3.2.42) and (3.2.49) we have
∂xK
Z =
∂xW
W
KZ (B.0.15)
so that
∂XWKIXhIx =
√
3
2
∂XW∂xKX =
√
3
2
∂xW
W
∂XWKX = 0 (B.0.16)
After an integration by parts and using (3.3.4) the contraction of (B.0.14) with hI
gives
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∂r[r
3e−w(v′Λ+ Λ′)] +
√
2
3
r3e−wφ′xhIx(v′aI + a′I)− ewr3g2gXYKXKYJ aJ = 0
(B.0.17)
and using (3.2.51)
∂r[r
3e−w(v′Λ+ Λ′)]∓ 2gr
3ΛW ′√
1− Λ2 ±
2gr3Λq′X∂XW√
1− Λ2 − e
wr3g2gXYK
XKYJ a
J = 0
(B.0.18)
which after use of (3.2.27) can be easily related to the computations in [28] with Λ
in place of a.
The contraction with hIy gives
r3e−w(Λ′ + v′Λ)
√
2
3
φ′xhIyhIx ∓ hIy∂rhxI
∂xW
√
6gΛr3√
1− Λ2
∓ ∂r
(
∂yW
√
6gΛr3√
1− Λ2
)
= −g2r3ew
√
3
2
∂yK
ZKZ (B.0.19)
From (3.2.34) and (3.2.50) we find
− rWφ′x = 3∂xW (B.0.20)
and from (3.2.33), (3.2.34)
g2e2wrW = −2(W ′ − φ′x∂xW ) (B.0.21)
Using these last equations together with (B.0.15) and (3.3.2) we have
hIy∂rh
x
I
∂xWΛr
2
W
+ Λ∂r
(
∂yWr
2
W
)
= −r2Λ∂yW
W
φ′x
∂xW
W
(B.0.22)
By means of (3.2.49) and some integration by parts
hIy∂rh
x
I∂xW =
√
2
3
hIy∂rh
x
I∂xh
JP sJQs
= −hIy∂r(hxIhJx)
2
3
P sJQs −
√
2
3
∂r∂yh
JP sJQs
= hIy∂r(hIh
J )
2
3
P sJQs −
√
2
3
∂r[∂y(P
sQs)] +
√
2
3
q′X∂X [∂y(P sQs)]
=
2
3
gyxφ
′xW − ∂r(∂yW ) + q′X∂X(∂yW )
= −2rΛ∂xW
W
− ∂r(∂yW ) + q′X∂X(∂yW ) (B.0.23)
where in the last step we have used (3.2.50) and (3.2.34). This together with (3.2.29)
and (3.2.43) shows that (B.0.22) is identically satisfied.
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The equations of motion for the hyperini are
e−(v+w)r−3∂r(r3ev−wgZY q′Y )− 1
2
q′X∂XgZY q′Y e−2w +
3
4
g2∂ZgXY a
IKXI a
JKYJ
+
3
2
g2gXY a
IaJ∂ZK
X
I K
Y
J = g
2∂Z
(
−6W 2 + 3
4
K2 +
9
2
gxy∂xW∂yW
)
(B.0.24)
Using (3.2.27), (3.2.29), (3.2.43) and (3.2.50) it becomes
± e−w9g
r
√
1− Λ2∂ZW ± 3(v′ − w′)ge−w
√
1− Λ2∂ZW
± e−2w3g∂ZW∂r(ew
√
1− Λ2) = −12g2W∂ZW
(B.0.25)
which follows from (3.2.34) and the considerations in [28].
The equations of motion for the gaugini are
3
4
∂xaIJe
−2w(a′I + v′aI)(a′J + v′aJ)− 1
2
∂xgyzφ
′yφ′ze−2w + r−3e−(v+w)∂r(r3ev−wφ′ygxy)
−g2∂x
(
−6W 2 + 3
4
K2 +
9
2
gzy∂zW∂yW
)
= 0 (B.0.26)
From (3.2.50), (3.2.29) and (3.2.43) we find
r−3e−(v+w)∂r(r3ev−wφ′ygxy) = ±9g
r
e−w∂xW√
1− Λ2 ± 3gv
′ e
−w∂xW√
1− Λ2 ± 3ge
−w∂xW∂r
1√
1− Λ2
+ 3g
e−w√
1− Λ2
[
3gew∂y∂xW∂
yW√
1− Λ2 + 3ge
w∂x∂XW∂
XW
√
1− Λ2
]
(B.0.27)
−g2∂x
(
−6W 2 + 3
4
K2 +
9
2
gzy∂zW∂yW
)
= 12g2W∂xW − 9g2∂x∂YW∂YW
− 9
2
g2 (∂xg
yz∂yW∂zW + 2∂x∂yW∂
yW ) (B.0.28)
−1
2
∂xgyzφ
′yφ′ze−2w = −9
2
g2
∂yW∂
yW√
1− Λ2 (B.0.29)
In a similar way as (B.0.23) one finds
∂xh
y
I∂yW =
2
3
WhIx + hI
√
2
3
∂xW − hyI∂x∂yW (B.0.30)
From this and (3.3.4), (3.2.51) and (3.2.64) we find
3
4
∂xaIJe
−2w(a′I + v′aI)(a′J + v′aJ) = ∓6ge
−w∂xW√
1− Λ2
[
v′ − 1− Λ
2
r
]
+
6Λ2g2W∂xW
1− Λ2
− 9
2
g2
Λ2
1− Λ2 (∂x∂yW∂
yW − 2∂xgyz∂yW∂zW )
(B.0.31)
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Summing up all the terms
0 =
(
±9g
r
e−w ∓ 3ge−wv′ ± 3ge−w ΛΛ
′
1− Λ2
)
∂xW√
1− Λ2 + 12g
2W∂xW
+ 6Λ2g2
W∂xW
1− Λ2 ± 6ge
−w∂xW
√
1− Λ2 (B.0.32)
Using (3.2.34) to eliminate e−w from the first and the last term and next (3.2.64) to
eliminate Λ′ + Λv′ we finally see that the gaugini equation also are satisfied.
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Appendix C
Some computations
C.1 Derivation of Eq.(4.3.7)
At first we consider the commutator[
∂µ +
1
4
ωcdµ γcd ,
i
4
√
6
γnabF
abenν
]
ǫi =
i
4
√
6
γnab∂µ(F
abenν ) +
i
16
√
6
ωcdµ F
abenν [γcd, γnab]
=
i
4
√
6
γnab∂µ(F
abenν )−
i
4
√
6
ωcdµ ecνF
abγdab +
i
2
√
6
ω dµa F
abenνγdnb (C.1.1)
where we have used
[γcd , γnab] = −2ηcnγdab + 2ηcaγdnb − 2ηcbγdna + 2ηdnγcab − 2ηdaγcnb + 2ηdbγcna
(C.1.2)
If we note that
den = −ωna ∧ ea ⇒ ∂µenν − ∂νenµ = −ω nµ cecν + ω nν cecµ (C.1.3)
we finally obtain[
∂µ +
1
4
ωcdµ γcd ,
i
4
√
6
γnabF
abenν
]
ǫi − (µ↔ ν) = i
4
√
6
[
γνabDµ(F
ab)− γµabDν(F ab)
]
ǫi
(C.1.4)
Next consider the commutator[
∂µ +
1
4
ωcdµ γcd , −
i√
6
eνaγbF
ab
]
ǫj = − i√
6
∂µ
[
eνaγbF
ab
]
− i√
6
γcω
c
µ beνaF
ab
(C.1.5)
where we have used
[γcd , γb] = 2γcηdb − 2γdηcb (C.1.6)
As before the total contribution is then[
∂µ +
1
4
ωcdµ γcd , −
i√
6
eνaγbF
ab
]
ǫj − (µ↔ ν) = − i√
6
[
eνaγbDµ(F
ab)− eµaγbDν(F ab)
]
ǫi
(C.1.7)
(C.1.4) and (C.1.7) together give (4.3.7).
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C.2 Derivation of Eq.(4.3.16)
First consider
− 1
96
F abF cdemµ e
n
ν [γabm , γcdn] (C.2.1)
In five dimensions one has γ0γ1γ2γ3γ4 = i
kI for some integer k. Squaring we see
that it must be ik = ±i. From these considerations we easily find
γabc = ± i
2
ǫ deabc γde (C.2.2)
which implies
[γabm , γcdn] = −1
4
ǫ xyabm ǫ
wz
cdn [γxy , γwz]
= −1
2
ǫ xyabm ǫ
wz
cdn [γxzηµν − γxwηyz + γywηxz − ηxwγyz ]
= −2 · 4!ηaa′ηbb′ηmm′γ wx δa
′b′m′x
c d n w (C.2.3)
(C.2.1) becomes then equal to
1
2
F abF cdemµe
n
ν δ
abmx
cdnw γ
w
x =
1
48
F abF cdemµe
n
νγ
w
x
[
δac (−δbdδmw δxn + δbnδmw δxd + δbwδmd δxn − δbwδxdδmn )
− δad(−δbcδmw δxn + δbnδmw δxc + δbwδmc δxn − δbwδxc δmn )
− δan(−δbdδmw δxc + δbcδmw δxd + δbwδmd δxc − δbwδxdδmc )
−δaw(−δbdδmc δxn + δbnδmc δxd + δbcδmd δxn − δbcδxdδmn + δbdδmn δxc − δbnδxc δmd )
]
=
1
24
F 2γµν +
1
12
[F 2dν γdµ − F 2dµ γdν + F aµ F bν γab] (C.2.4)
For the remaining terms we easily have
− 1
6
eµaeνcF
abF cd[γb, γd] = −1
3
F bµ F
d
ν γbd (C.2.5)
and
1
24
eµaF
abF cd[γb, γνcd]− (µ↔ ν) = −1
6
F b[µ F
cdγν]bcd (C.2.6)
(C.2.4), (C.2.5) and (C.2.6) together give (4.3.16).
C.3 Collecting the terms
To obtain rapidly Eq.(28) it is convenient to collect the terms in the following way:
(4.3.4)+(4.3.5)+(4.3.9) =⇒ −1
4
Ω abµν γabδ
j
i + ∂µq
Y ∂νq
XR jY Xi (C.3.1)
(4.3.6)+(4.3.10) =⇒ −g(∂µAν − ∂νAµ)P ji − 2gA[νDµ]P ji (C.3.2)
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(4.3.7) =⇒ i
4
√
6
[
γνabDµF
ab − γµabDνF ab
]
δ ji +
i√
6
[
eµaγbDνF
ab − eνaγbDµF ab
]
δ ji
(C.3.3)
(4.3.8)+(4.3.12) =⇒ ig√
6
(γµDνP
j
i − γνDµP ji ) (C.3.4)
(4.3.16) =⇒ 1
24
F 2γµνδ
j
i +
1
12
[
F 2 dν γdµ − F 2 dµ γdν
]
δ ji −
1
4
F aµ F
b
ν γabδ
j
i (C.3.5)
(4.3.16)+(4.3.17) =⇒ −1
6
F b[µ F
cdγν]bcdδ
j
i +
1
6
gγµνabF
abP ji (C.3.6)
(4.3.17)+(4.3.18) =⇒ 2
3
gF b[µ γν]bP
j
i +
g2
3
γµν |P |2δ ji (C.3.7)
where with D we indicate the covariant derivative with respect to the spin connec-
tion. Put into the collected terms this gives Eq.(4.3.19)
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Appendix D
Domain walls and the
Randall-Sundrum mechanism
D.1 The Domain Wall solution
The conventional lore is that a vacuum of gravity or supergravity is a configura-
tion with maximal symmetry, namely with Lorentz invariance SO(1,d− 1) in d–
dimensions. Adding translation invariance one ends up with either Poincare´ or de
Sitter or anti de Sitter symmetry which forces the vacuum expectation values of all
scalar fields to be constant. The new insight provided by the role of the domain
wall solutions suggests that we might also consider vacua where there is Poincare´
invariance in one dimension less ISO(1,d− 2) and where the vacuum value of the
scalar fields depends on the last dth coordinate. These are precisely the domain wall
vacua which are expected to be a distinguished property of gauged supergravities.
Yet, as I have already mentioned, these wall geometries are like solitons or kinks
that interpolate between conventional vacua that we have discussed in sect.1.4.
We start by the general assumption that the action that describes a (d−2)-brane
can be consistently truncated to [75],[76, 77]
A
[d]
D−Wall =
∫
ddx
√−g
[
2R[g] +
1
2
∂µ φ∂µφ− 2Λ e−a φ
]
(D.1.1)
This admits a distinguished class of solutions that are called domain walls since
at each instant of time a brane of this type separates the space manifold into two
adjacent non overlapping regions:
ds2DW = H(y)
2α (dxµ ⊗ dxνηµν) +H(y)2β dy2 (D.1.2)
eφ = H(y)−
2a
∆ (D.1.3)
H(y) = c ± Qy (D.1.4)
where y is the single coordinate transverse to the wall, c is an arbitrary integra-
tion constant and the other parameters appearing in the above formulae have the
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following values:
α =
2
∆(d− 2) ; β = 2
d− 1
∆(d− 2) ; Q =
√
Λ∆ (D.1.5)
in terms of ∆ which is:
∆ = a2 − 2d− 1
d− 2 (D.1.6)
The form (D.1.4) of the function H is easy to understand because in one–dimension
a harmonic function is just a linear function. Since a2 is a positive quantity, ∆ is
bounded from below by the special value ∆AdS that corresponds to the very simple
case of pure gravity with a negative cosmological constant (case a = 0 in eq.(D.1.1)):
∆ ≥ ∆AdS ≡ −2d− 1
d− 2 (D.1.7)
The name given to ∆AdS has an obvious explanation. As it was originally shown by
Lu¨, Pope and Townsend in [78], for a = 0 the domain wall solution (D.1.2) describes
a region of the anti de Sitter space AdSd. To verify this statement it suffices to
insert the value (D.1.7) into (D.1.5) and (D.1.2) to obtain:
ds2DW = H
−2/(d−1)(y) (dxµ ⊗ dxνηµν) +H(y)−2 dy2 (D.1.8)
Performing the coordinate transformation:
r =
1
Q
ln (c±Qy) (D.1.9)
the metric becomes:
ds2DW = e
−2λr ηµν dxµ dxν + dr2 (D.1.10)
where
λ =
√
2Λ
(d−1)(d−2) = (d− 1)Q (D.1.11)
In the same coordinates the solution for the dilaton field is:
eφ = exp
[
− 2 aλ
∆(d− 1) r
]
(D.1.12)
Eq.(D.1.10) is the metric of AdS spacetime, in horospherical coordinates. Following
[78] we can verify this statement by introducing the (d + 1) coordinates (X,Y,Zµ)
defined by
X =
1
λ
cosh λr + 12λ ηµν x
µxν e−λr
Y = − 1
λ
sinhλr − 12λ ηµν xµxν e−λr (D.1.13)
Zµ = xµ e−λr
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They satisfy
ηµν Z
µZν + Y 2 −X2 = −1/λ2 (D.1.14)
ηµν dZ
µdZν + dY 2 − dX2 = e−2λrηµν dxµ dxν + dr2 (D.1.15)
which shows that (D.1.10) is the induced metric on the algebraic locus (D.1.14)
which is the standard hyperboloid corresponding to the AdS space–time manifold.
The signature of embedding flat space is (−,+,+, · · · ,+,−) and therefore the metric
(D.1.10) has the right SO(2, d − 1) isometry of the AdSd metric.
Still following the discussion in [78] we note that in horospherical coordinates
X+Y = λ−1 e−λr is non-negative if r is real. Hence the region X+Y < 0 of the full
AdS spacetime is not accessible in horospherical coordinates. Indeed this coordinate
patch covers one half of the complete AdS space , and the metric describes AdSd/Z2
where Z2 is the antipodal involution (X,Y,Z
µ) → (−X,−Y,−Zµ). If d is even,
we can extend the metric (D.1.8) to cover the whole anti de Sitter spacetime by
setting the integration constant c = 0 which implies H = Qy. So doing the region
with y < 0 corresponds to the previously inaccessible region X + Y < 0. If odd
dimensions, we must restrict H in (D.1.8) to be non-negative in order to have a real
metric and thus in this case we have to choose H = c + Q|y|, with c ≥ 0. If the
constant c is zero, the metric describes AdSd/Z2, while if c is positive, the metric
describes a smaller portion of the complete AdS spacetime. In any dimension, if we
set:
H = c+Q|y| (D.1.16)
the solution can be interpreted as a domain wall at y = 0 that separates two regions
of the anti de Sitter spacetime, with a delta function curvature singularity at y = 0
if the constant c is positive.
D.2 The Randall Sundrum mechanism
The magic of this solution is that, as shown by Randall and Sundrum in [6], it leads
to the challenging phenomenon of gravity trapping. These authors have found
that because of the exponentially rapid decrease of the factor
exp[−λ|r|] with λ > 0 (D.2.1)
away from the thin domain wall that separates the two asymptotic anti de Sitter
regions it happens that gravity in a certain sense is localized near the brane wall.
Instead of the d–dimensional Newton’s law that gives:
force ∼ 1
Rd−2
(D.2.2)
one finds the the d− 1–dimensional Newton’s law
force ∼ 1
Rd−3
+ small corrections O
(
1
Rd−2
)
(D.2.3)
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This can be seen by linearizing the Einstein equations for the metric fluctuations
around any domain wall background of the form:
ds2 =W (r) ηµν dx
µ dxν + dr2 (D.2.4)
that includes in particular the AdS case (D.1.10). In a very sketchy way if one sets:
hµν(x, y) = exp [ip · x] ψµν(y) (D.2.5)
one finds that the linearized Einstein equations translate into an analog Schroedinger
equation for the wave–function ψ(y). This problem has a potential that is deter-
mined by the warp factor W (y). If in the spectrum of this quantum mechanical
problem there is a normalizable zero mode then this is the wave function of a d− 1
dimensional graviton. This state is indeed a bound state and falls off rapidly when
leaving the brane. Since the extra dimension is non compact the Kaluza Klein
states form a continuous spectrum without a gap. Yet d − 1 dimensional physics
is extremely well approximated because the bound state mode reproduces conven-
tional gravity in d−1 dimensions while the massive states simply contribute a small
correction.
It is clearly of utmost interest to establish which domain walls have this magic
trapping property besides the anti de Sitter one. This has been done by Cvetic,
Lu¨ and Pope in [79]. For obvious phenomenological reasons the case d = 5 is the
most interesting one and there have been a lot of attempts to construct explicit
models in N = 2 gauged supergravity [23],[24],[17],[25],[26]. Let me summarize
which are the requirements for the embedding of the Randall–Sundrum scenario
inside a supersymmetric five–dimensional field theory
• The candidate theory admits at least two different anti de Sitter vacua with
the same vacuum energy, namely two extrema of the scalar potential ϕ
[1]
0 and
ϕ
[2]
0 with 0 > V
(
ϕ
[1]
0
)
= V
(
ϕ
[2]
0
)
.
• The two AdS vacua ϕ[1]0 and ϕ[2]0 are stable, that is the spectrum of small
fluctuations around these points satisfies the Breitenlo¨hner Friedman bound.1
• There exists a smooth domain wall solution interpolating between these two
vacua.
It is clear that the task is quite difficult due to the intrinsic complexity that the the-
ory must have to satisfy these conditions and to escape the various no–go theorems
[18], [19]. Although some partial results have been obtained some general questions
still remain like the uplifting of the five dimensional solutions to M–theory solutions.
1For a review of this bound see for instance [37] Volume I.
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